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COMMODITY LIST FOR EXTERNAL TRADE STATISTICS

No. 	 SITC 	No.
	 SITC

26,03
	

Ash and residues (other than
from the manufacture of
iron or steel), containing
metals or metallic compounds:

For the manufacture or
extraction of:

200 - Copper or compounds of
copper

400 - Zinc or compounds of zinc
900 - Other metals or compounds

of other metals

26.04.000 Other slag and ash,
including kelp

CHAPTER 27

MINERAL FUELS, MINERAL OILS
AND PRODUCTS OF THEIR DISTIL-
LATION; BITUMINOUS SUBSTANCES;

MINERAL WAXES

27.01
	

Coal; briquettes, ovoids and
similar solid fuels manu-
factured from coal:

Coal:

110 - Anthracite
120 - Gas coal and coke coal
190 - Other coal

200 Pulverised coal
300 Briquettes and similar

solid fuels
	

321.50

27.02.000 Lignite, whether or not
agglomerated
	

321.60

27,03
	

Peat (including peat litter),
whether or not agglomerated:

200 Peat and agglomerated peat	 321.70
300 Peat litter

27.04
	

Coke and semi-coke of coal,
of lignite or of peat:

110 Foundry coke (including
cinder)
	

321.80
190 Other coke
200 Pulverised coke

27.05.000 Retort carbon.	 513.28

27.06.000 Tar distilled from coal,
from lignite or from peat,
and other mineral tars,
including partially distilled
tars and blends of pitch with
creosote oils or with other
coal tar distillation
products
	

521.10

27.07
	

Oils and other products of
the distillation of high
temperature coal tar; other
oils and products as defined
in Note 2 to this Chapter:

Benzol oils:

27.07 (cont.)

- Toluole	 521.40
- Xylole	 tt

- Solvent naphtha
- Other benzole oils

	 If

Crude phenols and crude cresols fl

Creosote oil
	

It

Anthracene oil
	

I f

Other
	 ff

Pitch and pitch coke, obtained
from coal tar or from other
mineral tars:

Pitch	 • 332.92
Pitch coke	 332.93

Petroleum oils and oils ob-
tained from bituminous minerals,
crude	 331.01

Petroleum oils and oils ob-
tained from bituminous minerals,
other than crude; preparations
not elsewhere specified or in-
cluded, containing not less
than 70 % by weight of petroleum
oils or of oils obtained from
bituminous minerals, these oils
being the basic constituents
of the preparations:

100 Topped crudes	 331.02

Petroleum spirit:

210 	 - Aviation spirit	 332.10
220 - Motor spirit
290	 - Other (e.g. industrial

spirit)
	

ff

300 White spirit	 332.20

Kerosene:

420 - Jet-fuel

492	 - Illuminating kerosene
	 If

499 - Other

Fuel oil, furnace oil and
bunkers oil:

511	 - Gas-oil, No. 1 furnace oil
(solar oil and motor-
vehicle diesel oil)

	
332.30

519	 - Diesel oil and No. 2
furnace oil
	

If

551 - No, 3 furnace oil (light
fuel oil)
	

332.40
552 - Heavy fuel, up to 450

seconds
553 - Heavy fuel from 451 to

650 seconds
	 If

554 - Heavy fuel, from 651 to
2000 seconds
	 If

555 - Heavy fuel, more than
2000 seconds
	

ff

Lubricating oils:

601 - Containing more than 5 % of
added saponifiable substances 332.51

609	 - Other	 It

284.01
tf

276.62

321.40
tt

102
103
104
109

200
300
400
900

27.08

100
300

27.09.000

27.10

101	 - Benzole
	

521,40
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Hydrogen, rare gases and
other non-metals:

Hydrogen
	

513.13
Rare gases
Oxygen
	

513.11
Nitrogen
	

513.12
Phosphorus
	

513.24
Silicon
Arsenic
Other

Alkali, alkaline-earth and rare
earths metals; yttrium and
scandium; mercury:

Mercury
	

513.25
Other
	

513.26

Hydrochloric acid and chloro-
sulphonic acid:

Hydrochloric acid
	

513.31
Chlorosulphuric acid
Chlorosulphonic acid

Sulphur dioxide
	

513.32

Sulphuric acid; oleum:

Sulphuric acid
	

513.33
Oleum

Nitric acid; sulphonitric acid:

Nitric acid	 513.34
Sulphonitric acids

Phosphorus pentoxide and phos-
phoric acids (meta-, ortho-
and pyro-)
	

513.35

Arsenic trioxide, arsenic
pentoxide and acids of arsenic 513.36

Boric acide and boric acid	 513.37

Other inorganic acids and
oxygen compounds of non-metals
(excluding water):

Hydrofluoric acid
	

513.39

Carbon dioxide:

- Solid ("carbonic snow" or
"carbonic ice")
	

It

- Other

Other

Halides, oxyhalides and other
halogen compounds of non-
metals
	

513.41

Sulphides of non-metals;
phosphorus trisulphide:

Carbon disulphide
	

513.42
Other
	 If

Ammonia, anhydrous or in
aqueous solution:

Condensed
	

513.61
Other
	 It

28.04

332.51

332.91

341.10

332.61

332.62
If

332.95
332.94
332.95

276.10

332,96

351.00

513.21
513.22

513.23

100
200
300
500
600
800
901
909

28.05

200
900

28.06

100
200
300

28.07.000

28.08

100
200

28.09

100
200

28.10.000

28.11.000

28.12.000

28.13

100

510

590

900

28.14.000

28.15

200
900

28.16

100
900

513.27
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No. SITC No. SITC    

27.10 (cont.)

800 Lubricating greases
901 Oils containing added

emulsifiers; emulsions
of oil water

909 Other

	

27,11
	

Petroleum gases and other
gaseous hydrocarbons:

100 Propane and butane and
mixtures thereof

900 Other

27.12.000 Petroleum jelly

	27.13
	

Paraffin wax, micro-crystal-
line wax, slack wax, ozo-
kerite, lignite wax, peat wax
and other mineral waxes,
whether or not coloured:

100 Paraffin wax
900 Other

	

27.14
	

Petroleum bitumen, pretro-
leum coke and other residues
of petroleum oils or of
oils obtained from
bituminous minerals:

100 Petroleum bitumen
200 Petroleum coke
900 Other

27,15,000 Bitumen and asphalt, natural;
bituminous shale, asphaltic
rock and tar sands

27.16.000 Bituminous mixtures based on
natural asphalt, on natural
bitumen, on petroleum bitumen,
on mineral tar or on mineral
tar pitch (far example,
bituminous mastics,
cut-backs)

27,17,000 Electric current
(Optional heading)

CHAPTER 28

INORGANIC CHEMICALS; ORGANIC
AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS OF
PREVIOUS METALS, OF RARE
EARTHS METALS, OF RADIO-
ACTIVE ELEMENTS AND OF

ISOTOPES

	28.01
	

Halogens (fluorine, chlorine,
bromine and iodine):

200 Chlorine
900 Other

28.02.000 Sulphur, sublimed or preci-
pitated; colloidal sulphur

28.03.000 Carbon, including carbon
black, anthracene black,
acetylene black and lamp
black



110
512.14 120

190

900

29.09.000

512.21

512.22
If 29.10.000

It
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No.	 SITC
	

No.	 SITC

CHAPTER 29

ORGANIC CHEMICALS

29.01	 Hydrocarbons:

Acyclic:

110 - Acetylene
190 - Other

Other:

510 - Benzene (benzol)
520 - Toluene (toluol)
530 - Xylene (zylol)
560 - Styrenes (styrols) 512.11
601 - Dodecylbenzene (dodecylben-

zol)	 512,12
609	 - Other	 tt

29.02

120

130
140
160
190

500

29,03 Sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives of
hydrocarbons:

100 Sulphonated derivatives
900 Other

Halogenated derivatives of
hydrocarbons:

Acyclic:

- Saturated chlorofluoro-
hydrocarbons

- Dichlorohydrocarbons
- Trichloroethylene
- Tetrachloroethylene
- Other

Other

512.12

tt

512.23

512.27

512.28

Ethers, ether-alcohols, ether-
phenols, ether-alcohol-phenols,
alcohol peroxides and ether
peroxides, and their halo-
genated, sulphonated, nitrated
or nitrosated derivatives:

Ethers and ether-alcohols:

- Diethyl ether
	

512.31
- Diethylene glycol
- Other

Other

Epoxides, epoxyalcohols,
epoxyphenols and epoxyethers,
with a three or four member ring,
and their halogenated, sulphi -
nated, nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives	 512.32

Acetals and hemiacetals and
single or complex oxygen-
function acetals and hemi-
acetals, and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives	 512.33

2 9 ,04
	

Acyclic alcohols and their
halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives:

Monohydric alcohols:

100 - Methanol
- Propanol (propyl alcohol):

201 - - n'-Propanol
209 - iso-Propanol

300 - Butanol (butyl alcohol)
400 - Pentanol (amyl alcohol)
500 - Octanol (octyl alcohol)
700 - Other

512.13

29.08

29.05 (cont.)

500 Halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives

	29.06	 Phenols and phenol-alcohols:

100 Phenol
200 Cresol
700 Resorcinol (resorein), hydro-

quinone and pyrogallol
(pyrogallic acid)

900 Other

	

29.07
	

Halogenated, suZphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated deri-
vatives of phenols or phenol-
alcohols:

100 Halogenated derivatives
500 Sulphonated, nitrated or

nitrosated derivatives

512.23

29,11
	

Alde4Ydes, aldehyde-alcohols,
aldehyde-ethers, aldehyde-
phenols and other single or
complex oxygen-function
aldehydes:

100 Formaldehyde
500 Vanillin and ethyl vanillin
901 Ethanol and paraldehyde
909 Other

29,12.000 Halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated deri-
vatives of products falling
within heading No. 29. 11

Polyhydric alcohols:

810 - Ethylene glycol
820 - Pentaerythritol
890 - Other

900 Halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives

29.05
	

Cyclic alcohols and their
halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives:

Cyclic alcohols:

120 - Menthol
190 - Other

512.41

If

512.42
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No.

Acetone
Ethyl methyl ketone
Camphor
Other

Monoacide and their
anhydrides, acid halides,
acid peroxides and peracids,
and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives:

Acyclic acids and their
anhydrides:

110 - Formic acid
120 - Acetic acid
130 - Acetic anhydride

- Oleic acid and fatty acids:

191 - - Fatty acids with a high
melting point

192 - - Other

199 	 - Other

200 	 Salts of acyclic acids

Esters of acyclic acids:

310 - Ethyl acetate
320 - Butyl acetate
340 - Vinyl acetate, esters of

acrylic acid and of metha-
crylic acid

SITC No. SITC

29.15 (cont.)

190 - Other 512.52

Esters:

310 - Dibutylphthalate
321 Dioctylphthalate (DOP)
322 - Di-iso-octylphthalate (DIOP)
350 - Other esters of phthalic

acid
390 - Other esters

512.43
tt

900 Other

I t 29.16 Alcohol-acids, aldehyde-acids,
ketone-acids, phenol-acids and
other single or complex oxygen-
function acids, and their an-
hydrides, acid halides, acid
peroxides and peracids, and
their halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated deri-
vatives:

Acids and their anhydrides and
salts:

- Lactic acid and its salts 	 512.53
- Tartaric acid and its salts
- Citric acid and its salts
- Acetylsalicyclic acid and

its salts
- Other

Esters
Other

Sulphuric esters and their
salts, and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or nitro-
sated derivatives	 512.61

29.18.000 Nitrous and nitric esters, and
their halogenated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives	 512.62

29.13
	

Ketones, ketone-alcohols,
ketone-phenols, ketone-
aldehydes, quinones, quinone-
alcohols, quinone-phenols„
quinone-aldehydes and other
cingle or complex oxygen-
function ketones and
quinones, and their halo-
genated, sulphonated,
nitrated or nitrosated
derivatives:

100
200
901
909

29,14

512.51 110
130
140
170

290

300
900

29.17.000

390 - Other

Cyclic acids, their anhydrides,
salts and esters:

410 - Benzoic acid and benzoic
anhydride

420 - Salts of bensoic acid
491 - Other acids and their

anhydrides 	 •
499 - Other salts and esters of

cyclic acids

900 Other

29.15
	

Polyacids and their anhydrides,
acid halides, acid peroxides
and peracids, and their halo-
genated, sulphonated, nitrated
or nitrosated derivatives:

Acids and their anhydrides
and salts:

110 	 - Oxalic acid and its salts 	 512.52
130 - Maleic acid, maleic an-

hydride and fumaric acid
140 - Phthalic acid and phthalic

anhydride
	 t l

Reprinted 1970

29,19.000 Phosphoric esters and their
salts, including Zactophos-
phates, and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives	 512.63

29.20.000 Carbonic esters and their salts,
and their halogenated, sul-
phonated, nitrated or nitro-
sated derivatives	 512.64

29,21.000 Other esters of mineral acids
(excluding halides) and their
salts, and their halogenated,
sulphonated, nitrated or
nitrosated derivatives	 512.69

29.22	 Amine-function compounds:

001 Aniline, nitroaniline, naphthy-
lamine, phenylene-diamine,
tolylenediamine, toluidine
and xylidine and their salts 512.71

009 Other
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No. rSITC No. SITC   

34.03 Lubricating preparations,
and preparations of a kind
used for oil or grease treat-
ment of textiles, leather or
other materials, but not
including preparations
containing 70% or more by
weight of petroleum oils or
of oils obtained from
bituminous minerals: 

CHAPTER 35

ALBUMINOIDAL SUBSTANCES; GLUES  

35.01

100
500

700

Casein, casemates and other
casein derivates; casein glues:

Casein
Caseinates and other casein

derivatives
Casein glues

599.53

It

001

009

34.04

001

009

Produced of or with a basis
of oils or fats, not
emulsified or containing
added emulsifiers
	

332.52

Other

Artificial waxes (including
water-soluble waxes);
prepared waxes, not emulsified
or containing solvents:

Artificial waxes and
prepared waxes containing
artificial waxes
	

599.71

Other
	 tt

	34.05
	

Polishes and creams, for
footwear, furniture or
floors, metal polishes,
scouring powders and
similar preparations, but
excluding prepared waxes
falling within heading
No. 34.04:

100 Footwear polishes and
creams 	 554.30

200 Furniture and car polishes
300 Floor polishes and other

products for the care and
maintainance of floors

Scouring powders:

401 - Containing soap
409
	

- Other
	 11

900
	

Other
	 tt

	34.06
	

Candles, tapers, night-
lights and the like:

001 Of stearin or paraffin wax 899.31
009 Other

	34.07
	

Modelling pastes (including
those put up for children's
amusement and assorted
modelling pastes); prepara-
tions of a kind know as
"dental wax" or as "dental
impression compunds", in
plates, horseshoe shapes,
sticks and similar forms:

001 Modelling pastes
009 Other

	35.02	 Albumins, albuminates and other
albumin derivatives:

100	 Egg white (avalbumin)
	

599.54
200 Blood albumin
400 Other albumins
500 Albuminates and other

albumin derivatives

	

35.03
	

Gelatin (including gelatin in
rectangles, whether or not
coloured or surfaceworked)
and gelatin derivatives; glues
derived from bones, hides,
nerves, tendons or from similar
products, and fish glues;
isinglass:

101
	

Gelatin in powder or sheets, of
a maximum weight of 8 grams per
100 square centrimetres; gelatin
derivatives; isinglass 599.55

109
	

Other gelatin
	 it

501 Glues derived from bones and
horns
	 It

509 Glues derived from hides or
from similar products

	 11

700
	

Fish glues
	 It

	35.04
	

Peptones and other protein
substances and their derivatives;
hide powder, whether or not
chromed:

001 Meat peptones
	

599.56
009 Other

35.05.000 Dextrins and dextrin glues;
soluble or roasted starches;
starch glues
	

599.57

	

35.06
	

Prepared glues not elsewhere
specified or included; products
suitable for use as glues put up
for sale by retail as glues in
packages not exceeding a net
weight of 1 kg:

001	 Starch-based	 599.59
009 Other

599.91



38.01

862.41
It

862.42

001
009

38.02.000

38.03
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No. SITC No. SITC    

571.11
It

571.22

571.30
tt

899.32

599.93

899.33

CHAPTER 36

EXPLOSIVES; PYROTECHNIC
PRODUCTS; MATCHES; PYROPHORIC
ALLOYS; CERTAIN COMBUSTIBLE
PREPARATION

	36.01
	

PropeZZent powders:

001 Black powder (gunpowder)
002 Nitrocellulosic powder
009 Other smokeless powders

(including ballistite)

36.02.000 Prepared explosives, other
than propellent powders

	36.03
	

Mining, blasting and
safety fuses:

001 With a charge of gunpowder
009 Other

	36.04
	

Percussion and detonating
caps; igniters; detonators:

100 Percussion caps

900 Other

	

36.05 	 Pyrotechnic articles
(for example, fireworks,
railway fog signals,
amorces, rain rockets):

100 Distress signal rockets
and the like

900 Other

36.06.000 Matches (excluding Bengal
matches)

36.07.000 Ferro-cerium and other
pyrophoric alloys in all
forms

36.08.000 Other combustible prepara-
tions and products

37.02 (cont.)

Cinematograph film, 16 mm.
maximum:

310 - Colour film
	

862.42
390 - Other film

Other:

910 - Colour film
990 - Other film

	37.03
	

Sensitised paper, paperboard
and cloth, unexposed or
exposed but not developed:

101 Blue-print paper
	

862.43
109 Other sensitised paper and

paperboard
	

It

200 	 Other
	 It

37.04.000 Sensitised plates and film,
exposed but not developed,
negative or positive
	

862.44

	

37.05
	

Plates, unperforated film and
perforated film (other than
cinematograph film), exposed
and developed, negative or
positive:

001 x-ray film and plates
	

862.45
009 	 Other
	 It

37.06.000 Cinematograph film, exposed
and developed, consisting
only of sound track, negative
or positive
	

863.01

37.07.000 Other cinematograph film,
exposed and developed,
whether or not incorporating
sound track, negative or
positive
	

863.09

37.08.000 Chemical products and flash
light materials, of a kind
and in a form suitable for
use in photography 862.30

CHAPTER 37

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATO-
	 CHAPTER 38

GRAPHIC GOODS	 MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS

Photographic plates and film
in the flat, sensitised,
unexposed, of any material
other than paper, paperboard
or cloth:

x-ray film and plates
Film packs
Plates of glass or metals
Other

Film in rolls, sensitised,
unexposed, perforated or not:

x-ray film

Cinematograph film, 35 mm.
and more:

210	 - Colour film
	 It

290	 - Other film
	 11

Reprinted 1970

Artificial graphite; collodial
graphite, other than suspension
in oil:

Artificial graphite
	

599.72
Other

Animal black (for example,
bone black and ivory black),
including spent animal black 599.73

Activated carbon (decolourising,
depolarising or adsorbent);
activated diatomite, activated
clay, activated bauxite and
other activated natural
mineral products:

100 Activated carbon	 599.92
900	 Other	 It

37.01

100
200
901
909

37.02

100
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Regenerated cellulose;
cellulose nitrate s cellulose
acetate and other cellulose
esters, cellulose ethers
and other chemical derivatives
of cellulose, plasticised or
not (for example, collodions,
celluloid); vulcanised fibre:

Unworked cellulose derivatives:

- Cellulose nitrate:
101 	 - - Gun cotton 	 581.32
102 - - Collodion and collodion

cotton
109 - - Other

- Cellulose acetate:
201 - - Moulding powder
209 	 - - Other
	 If

- Cellulose propionate and
cellulose butyrate, and
esters thereof, mixed;
ethylcellulose and
benzylcellulose:

301 - - Moulding powder
309 	 - - Other
	 tI

400 - Water-soluble cellulose
esters
	 If

490 - Other
500 	 - Waste and scrap
	 If

Worked cellulose
derivatives:

701 - Plates
702 - Adhesive tape
703 	 - Sheets, film and strips
	 If

801 	 - Tubes, rods, sticks
and profile shapes
	 ff

802 - Sponges
803 - Sausage casings
809 - Other

Vulcanised fibre:
901 - With unpainted and

unlacquered surface
	

581.31
909 - Other

	39.04	 Hardened proteins (for
example, hardened casein
and hardened gelatin):

001 	 Artificial sausage casings 	 581.91
009 Other

	39.05
	

Natural resins modified by
fusion (run gums); artificial
resins obtained by esterifi-
cation of natural resins or
of resinic acids (ester gums);
chemical derivatives of
natural rubber (for example,
chlorinated rubber, rubber
hydrochloride, oxidised
rubber, cyclised rubber):

Unworked:

100 	 - Ester gums
	 581.92

200 - Chlorinated rubber
400 - Other

900 Worked

Other high polymers, artificial
resins and artificial plastic
materials, including alginic
acid, its salts and esters;
Zinoxyn:

Unworked:

- Alginic acid, its salts and
esters 	 581.99

- Other 	 11

Worked
	

If

Articles of materials of the
kinds described in headings
Nos. 39.01 to 39.06:

Articles of apparel
	

893.00

Bags and sacks:

- Bags and similar packaging
articles of film falling
within heading No. 39.03

- Other
	 ff

Table mats, curtains, hangings
and similar articles
	 fl

Buckets and pails
	 If

Bottles and cans
	 If

Drinking-cups and packing cups

Tanks, vats, casks, boxes and
other similar containers for
the storage, conveyance or
packaging of goods:

350 - Of a capacity of 15 litres
or more

360 - Of a capacity of less than
15 litres

390 	 Caps, stoppers, lids and
similar articles

400 Household articles
500 Sanitary and toilet articles
600 Office articles
800 Lamps and parts thereof
901 Spinning cans
902 Cops, bobbins and spools
903 Viscose sponges
904 Machine packing and gaskets
905 Fishing net floats
906 Transmission belts or belting

and conveyor or elevator
belts or belting

907 	 Shoe trees and lasts
908 Artificial sausage casings
909 Other

CHAPTER 40

RUBBER, SYNTHETIC RUBBER,
FACTICE, AND ARTICLES THEREOF

40.01
	

Natural rubber latex, whether or
not with added synthetic rubber
Latex; pre-vulcanised natural
rubber latex; natural rubber,
balata, guttapercha and similar
natural gums:

100 Natural rubber latex, whether or
not with added synthetic rubber
latex; pre-vulcanised natural
rubber latex 	 231.10

200 Natural rubber
900 Balata, guttapercha and similar

natural gums
	 If

39.03 39.06

100

400

500

39.07

210

231

239
240

310
320
330



40.02 Synthetic rubber Latex;
pre-vulcanised synthetic
rubber Latex; synthetic
rubber; factice derived
from oils:

Synthetic rubber latex,
including pre-vulcanised:

101 - Polybutadiene - styrene -
latex (SBR)

109 - Other
231.20

Synthetic rubber:

- In solid form:
201 - - Polybutadiene - styrene -

	

rubber (SBR)
	

tt

202 	 - - Other
	 It

209 	 - Other
	 tt

500 	 Factice
	 It

	40.03.000 Reclaimed rubber	 231.30
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40.06 (cont.)

Other articles:

902 - Of natural rubber
909 - Other

40.07
	

Vulcanised rubber thread and
cord, whether or not textile
covered, and textile thread
covered or impregnated with
vulcanised rubber:

001 Impregnated or covered textile
thread; textile covered
rubber thread and cord

Other:
002 - Of natural rubber

- Other:
003 - - Machine packing and

gaskets
009 - - Other

40.04.000 Waste and parings of unhardened
rubber; scrap of unhardened
rubber, fit only for the
recovery of rubber; powder
obtained from waste or scrap
of unhardened rubber	 231.40

40.08 Plates, sheets, strip, rods
and profile shapes, of
unhardened vulcanised rubber:

Plates, sheets and strip:
- Of foam, sponge or similar

expanded rubber:

	40.05
	

Plates, sheets and strip, of
unvulcanised natural or
synthetic rubber, other than
smoked sheets and crepe
sheets of heading No. 40.01
or 40.02; granules of
unvulcanised natural or
synthetic rubber compounded
ready for vulcanisation;
unvulcanised natural or
synthetic rubber, compounded
before or after coagulation
either with carbon black
(with or without the addition
of mineral oil) or with silica
(with or without the addition
of mineral oil), in any form,
of a kind known as masterbatch:

001 	 Of natural rubber 	 621.01
009 Other

	40.06
	

Unvulcanised natural or
synthetic rubber, including.
rubber Latex, in other forms
or states (for example, rods,
tubes and profile shapes,
solutions and dispersions);
articles of unvulcanised
natural or synthetic rubber
(for example, coated or
impregnated textile thread;
rings and discs):

101 Compounds for sealing
airtight containers

104 Solutions
105 Dispersions

Tyre-tread rubber (camel-
back):

201 - Of natural rubber
209 - Other
901 Impregnated or coated

textile thread

Reprinted 1970

- - Of natural rubber:
101 - - - Floor coverings
104 - - - Other
109 - - Other

- Other:
- - Of natural rubber:

201 - - - Floor coverings
204 - - - Other

- - Other:
205 	 - - Machine packing and

gaskets
208 	 - - Other

Rods and profile shapes:
501 - Of natural rubber

- Other:
- - Machine packing and gaskets
- - Other

Piping and tubing, of unhardened
vulcanised rubber:

100 Not combined with other
materials

Combined with other materials:
500 - Piping with a spiral of

wire and reinforced piping
- Other:
- - Combined with textile

materials:
911 - - - Fire-hoses
919 - - - Other
990 - - Other

40.10
	

Transmission, conveyor or
elevator belts or belting
of vulcanised rubber:

500 V-belts or belting
600 Conveyor or elevator belts

or belting
900 Transmission belts or

belting, other

621.02
tt
tt

tt

tt

tt

506
508

40.09

621.05

629.40

It

621.02

621.03

It

621.04

It

11

It



40.13

629.10

It

It

It

tt

It

tt

40.14

40.15
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	40.11
	

Rubber tyres, tyre cases,
interchangeable tyre treads,
inner tubes and tyre flaps,
for wheels of all kinds:

101 	 Solid or cushion tyres for
motor vehicles

Other solid tyres:
105 - Of natural rubber
109 - Other

Inner tubes:
- For bicycles and mopeds:

211 - - Of natural rubber
219 - - Other
221 - For motor cars and lorries

- For motor cycles and
motor scooters:

222 - - Of natural rubber
229 - - Other
293 - For tractors

- For work trucks:
294 - - Of natural rubber
295 - - Other

- Other:
296 - - Of natural rubber
299 - - Other

New pneumatic tyres:
310 - For bicycles and mopeds
320 - For motor-cycles and motor

scooters
330 	 - For motor cars
	 It

340 - For motor lorries and
motor buses

350 - For aircraft
- For tractors:

360 - - For front wheels
	 tt

370 - - For rear wheels
	 It

- For works trucks, other
than self-propelled:

401 	 - - Of natural rubber
	 It

402 	 - - Other
	 It

- Other:
403 - - For motor vehicles not

above specified
	

tt

- - Other:
408 - - Of natural rubber
409 - - - Other

re-treaded rubber tyres:
511 - for motor vehicles,aircraft

or bicycles 	 629.10
- Other:

512 - - Of natural rubber
519 - - Other

Used pneumatic tyres:
591

	

	 - For motor vehicles,
aircraft and bicycles

- Other:
592 - - Of natural rubber
599 	 - - Other
701 	 Tyre flaps

Interchangeable tyre treads:
702 - Of natural rubber
703 - Other

	

40.12
	

Hygienic and pharmaceutical
articles (including teats)
of unhardened vulcanised
rubber, with or without
fittings of hardened rubber:

100 Preventives
900 Other

Reprinted 1970

Articles of apparel and
clothing accessories
(including gloves), for all
purposes, of unhardened
vulcanised rubber:

101
109

Gloves:
- Of leaded rubber
- Other

Other:

841.60

901 - Of leaded rubber
909 - Other It

Other articles of unhardened
vulcanised rubber:

100 Machine packing and gaskets 629.98
200 Other technical articles It

300 Carpets and mats
900 Other articles It

Hardened rubber (ebonite and
vulcanite), in bulk, plates,
sheets, strip, rods, profile
shapes or tubes; scrap, waste
and powder, of hardened rubber:

101 	 In bulk; plates, sheets, strip,
rods and profile shapes 	 621.06

102 Tubes
500 	 Scrap, waste and powder
	 It

40.16.000 Articles of hardened rubber
(ebonite and vulcanite)	 629.99

CHAPTER 41"

RAW HIDES AND SKINS (OTHER THAN
FURSKINS) AND LEATHER

	41.01
	

Raw hides and skins (fresh,
salted, dried, pickled or limed),
whether or not split, including
sheep-skins in the wool:

100
	

Of horses
	

211.10
200
	

Of calves
	

211.20

Of bovine animals other than
calves:

310
	

- Wet salted
	

211.10
390 - Other

Of sheep and lambs:
510 - With the wool on
	

211.60
590 - Without the wool
	

211.70
600 Of goats and kids
	

211.40
901 Of elk and reindeer
	

211.90
909 Of other animals

	41.02
	

Bovine cattle leather (including
buffalo leather) and equine
leather, except leather falling
within heading No. 41.06,
41.07 or 41.08:

Pre-tanned leather imported by
the tanning industry for further
tanning:

110 - Of calves
	

611.30
140 - Of other animals
	

611.40

tt

It

It

629.30
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41.02 (cont.)

Other:
- Of calves:
- - Alum-treated, grained,

dyed or varnished and
the like: oiled, waxed
and harness leather and
the like:

401 - - - Hides or skins weighing
more than 2 kg each;
belly, shank, head and
neck pieces, for use
as harness leather,
undyed
	

611.30
402 - - - Weighing from 1 to 2

kg each
- - - Weighing less than

1 kg each:
403 - - - Glove leather
404 	 - - - Other

- - Other:
405 - - - Hides or skins weighing

more than 1 kg each
409 - - - Skins weighing 1 kg

or less each
- Of other animals:
- - Sole leather and inner

sole leather:
501 	 - - - Butts
	

611.40
509 - - - Other

- - Other:
- - Alum-treated, grained,

dyed or varnished and
the like; oiled,
waxed and harness
leather and the like:

901 	 - - - Hides or skins
weighing more than
2 kg each; belly,
shank, head and neck
pieces, for use as
harness leather,
undyed

902 	 - - - Weighing from 1 to
2 kg each

- - - - Weighing less than
1 kg each:

903 	  Glove leather
904 	  Other

- - - Other:
905 - - - - Hides or skins

weighing more than
1 kg each

909 - - - - Skins weighing 1 kg
or less each

41.03
	

Sheep and lamb skin leather,
except leather falling within
heading NO. 41.06, 41.07 or
41.08:

100 Pre-tanned leather imported
by the tanning industry for
further tanning
	

611.91
Other:
- Alum-treated, grained,

dyed or varnished and
the like:

901 - - Weighing 1 kg or more
each

- - Weighing less than
1 kg each:

902 - - - Glove leather
903 - - - Other

41.03 (cont.)

- Other
904 - - Hides or skins weighing

more than 1 kg each
	

611.91
909 	 - - Other
	 11

	41.04
	

Goat and kid skin leather,
except leather falling within
heading No. 41.06, 41.07 or
41.08:

100 Pre-tanned leather imported
by the tanning industry
for further tanning

	
611.92

Other:
- Alum-treated, grained, dyed

or varnished and the like:
901 - - Weighing 1 kg or more each

- - Weighing less than 1 kg
each:

902	 - - - Glove leather
	 11

903 	 - - - Other
	 11

- Other:
904 - - Hides or skins weighing

more than 1 kg each
	

11

909	 - - Other
	 11

	41,05	 Other kinds of leather, except
leather falling within heading
No. 41.06, 41.07 or 41.08:

011 Pre-tanned leather imported by
the tanning industry for
further tanning
	

611.99

Alum-treated, grained, dyed
or varnished and the like:

012 - Weighing 1 kg or more each
- Weighing less than 1 kg each:

013 - - Glove leather
015 - - Other

Other:
016 - Hides or skins weighing more

than 1 kg each
019 - Other

	

41.06
	

Chamois-dressed leather:

001 Weighing more than 2 kg each 611.93
002 Weighing from 1 to 2 kg each

Weighing less than 1 kg each:
003
	

- Glove leather
	 11

009
	

- Other
	 11

	41.07
	

Parchment-dressed leather:

001 Weighing more than 2 kg each 611.94
002 Weighing from 1 to 2 kg each
	

11

003 Weighing less than 1 kg each
	

11

	41.08
	

Patent leather and imitation
patent leather; metallised
leather:

001 Weighing more than 2 kg each 611.95
002 Weighing from 1 to 2 kg each
	

11

003 Weighing less than 1 kg each
	

11

41.09.000 Parings and other waste, of
leather or of compodition or
parchment-dressed leather, not
suitable for the manufacture
of articles of leather;
leather dust, powder and
flour
	

211.80
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44.09

001

009

44.10.000

44.11,000

44.12

100
200

44.13

100

200
900

44.14

No. 	 SITC 

44.03 (cont.)

340 - - Of ash
	

242.31
350 	 - Of birch
	

It

410 - - Of mahogany
	 It

420 	 - - Of teak
	

It

430 	 - - Of hickory
	 It

490 	 - - Other
	 It

500 Pit-props
	

242.40

Logs for pulping:
- Of pine:

603 - - Unbarked 	 242.10
604 	 - - Barked 	 It

- Of spruce:
605 	 - Unbarked
	

It

606 - - Barked
- Other:

607 	 - - Unbarked
	

It

608 - - Barked
700 Telegraph and telephone

poles 	 242.90
900 	 Other 	 It

Wood, roughly squared or
half-squared, but not
further manufactured:

200 Of coniferous trees
	

242.22
900 Of deciduous trees
	

242.32

Wood sawn lengthwise,sliced
or peeled, but not further
prepared, of a thickness
exceeding 5 mm:

Of pine:
101 - Battens and scantlings of

a thickness of 5 cm (2
inches) or more 	 243.21

102 - Board of a thickness of
less than 5 am (2 inches)
	

tt

103 	 - Slating battens
	 tt

104 	 - Other
	 tt

Of spruce or other
coniferous trees:

105 - Battens and scantlings
of a thickness of 5 cm
(2 inches) or more
	 It

106 - Board of a thickness of
less than 5 cm (2 inches)

107 	 - Slating battens
	 It

108 - Other

SITC

Hoopwood; split poles; piles,
pickets and stakes of wood,
pointed but not sawn length-
wise; chipwood; wood shavings
of a kind suitable for use in
the manufacture of vinegar or
for the clarification of liquids:

Chips and particles for
pulping
	

631.83
Other

Wooden sticks, roughly trimmed
but not turned, bent not other-
wise worked, suitable for the
manufacture of walking-sticks,
whips, golf club shafts,
umbrella handles, tool handles
or the like	 631.84

Drawn wood; match splints;
wooden pegs or pins for
footwear

Wood wool and wood flour:

Wood wool
Wood flour

Wood (including blocks, strips
and friezes for parquet or
wood block flooring, not
assembled), planed, tongued,
grooved, rebated, chamfered,
V-jointed, centre V-jointed,
beaded, centre-beaded or the
like, but not further
manufactured:

Blocks, strips and friezes for
parquet or wood block
flooring, not assembled

Other:
- Of coniferous trees
- Of deciduous trees

Wood sawn lenghtwise, sliced
or peeled but not further
prepared, of a thickness not
exceeding 5 mm; veneer sheets
and sheets for plywood, of a
thickness not exceeding 5 mm:

44.04

44.05

631.85

631.86

243.32

243.22
243.32

Of deciduous trees:
410 - Of beech
420 - Of oak
430 - Of elm
440 - Of ash
450 - Of birch
910 - Of mahogany
920 - Of teak
930 - Of hickory
990 - Other

243.31
It

It

It

It

tt

Of beech:
111 - Reinforced veneer sheets
119 - Other

Of oak:
121 - Reinforced veneer sheets
129 - Other

Of elm:
131 - Reinforced veneer sheets
139 - Other

631.10

44.06.000 Wood paving blocks	 631.81

44.07.000 Railway or tramway
sleepers of wood	 243.10

44.08.000 Riven staves of wood, not
further prepared than sawn
on one principal surface;
sawn staves of wood, of
which at least one principal
surface has been cylindri-
cally sawn, not further
prepared than sawn
	

631.82

Of ash:
141 - Reinforced veneer sheets
149 - Other

Of birch
151 - Reinforced veneer sheets
	 tt

159 	 - Other
	 It
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44.14 (cont.)

Of mahogany:
911 - Reinforced veneer sheets 	 631.10
919 - Other

Of teak:
921 - Reinforced veneer sheets
929 - Other

Of wood of other trees:
991 - Reinforced veneer sheets
999 - Other

44.15 	 Plywood, blockboard, lamin-
board, battenboard and
similar laminated wood
products (including veneered
panels and sheets); inlaid
wood and wood marquetry:

Plywood:
- Of fir or pine:

211 - - Covered with another
material

219 - - Other
- Of birch:

221 - - Covered with another
material

229 - - Other
- Of other trees:

291 - - Covered with another
material

299 - - Other

Veneered wood:
302 - Panels for the manufacture

of furniture, covered
with another material

303 - Other

Other:
306 - Panels for the manufacture

of furniture, covered
with another material

309 - Other

44.16 	 Cellular wood panels,
whether or not faced
with base metal:

001 Faced with base metal
009 Other

44.17.000
	

"Improved" wood, in sheets,
blocks or the like	 . 631.41

44.18
	

Reconstituted wood, being
wood shavings, wood chips,
sawdust, wood flour or
other ligneous, waste
agglomerated with natural
or artificial resins or
other organic binding
substances, in sheets,
blocks or the like:

Wood chip board:
001 - Of standard quality
	

631.42
- Worked:

003 - - Covered with artificial
plastic materials
	 If

008 - - Other
009 	 Other
	 If

	44.19
	

Wooden beadings and mouldings,
including moulded skirting and
other moulded boards:

001 	 Gilt, covered with plaster,
ornamented, polished, clad
or lacquered 	 631.87

009 	 Other 	 ff

	44.20
	

Wooden picture frames,photograph
frames, mirror frames and
the like:

001 Gilt, covered with plaster,
ornamented, polished, clad
or lacquered
	

632.71
009 Other

Complete wooden packing cases,
boxes, crates, drums and similar
packings imported assembled,
unassembled, or partly
assembled:

100 Box boards in bundles 	 632.10
900 Other

Casks, barrels, vats, tubs,
buckets and other coopers'
products and parts thereof, of
wood, other than staves falling
within heading No. 44.08:

Staves, other than those
falling within heading No.44.08:

101 	 - Of oak
	

632.20
109 - Other

Coopers' products, new:
201 - Of oak
209 - Other

Coopers' products, used:
301 - Of oak
309 - Other

Builders' carpentry and joinery
(including prefabricated and
sectional buildings and
assembled parquet flooring
panels):

100 Prefabricated buildings whether
or not assembled	 632.40

200 Assembled parquet flooring
panels

300 Doors and door frames
	 fl

400 Windows and window frames
	 fl

900 Other

	

44.24
	

Household utensils of wood:

100
	

Clothes-pegs	 632.72
900 Other

	

44.25
	

Wooden tools, tool bodies,
tool handles, broom and
brush bodies and handles:
boot and shoe lasts and
trees, of wood:

101 	 Tools, tool bodies and tool
handles
	 632.81

102 Broom and brush bodies and
handles
	 If

301 	 Boot and shoe lasts
	 ff

309 Boot and shoe trees
	 If

44.21

631.21

If
	 44.22

ft

11

44.23

631.22
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48.06.000 Paper and paperboard, ruled,
lined or squared, but not
otherwise printed, in rolls
or sheets	 641.94

48.12.000 Floor coverings prepared on a
base of paper or of paperboard,
whether or not cut to size,
with or without a coating of
linoleum compound	 657.41

	48.07
	

Paper and paperboard,
impregnated, coated,
surface-coloured, surface-
decorated or printed (not
being merely ruled, lined
or squared and not
constituting printed matter
within Chapter 49), in
rolls or sheets:

001 Laminates

Other:
- Coated or impregnated
with bitumen, asphalt
or tar:

110 - - Tarred roofing paper
190 - - Other
200 - Coated or impregnated

with wax, paraffin or
oil

311 - Art printing paper and
paperboard

319 - Coated printing paper,
n.e.s.

391 - Chromo paper, glossy
paper, bright enamel
paper and similar
coated paper and paper-
board

399 - Coated board for
wrapping, n.e.s.

400 - Adhesive paper
500 - Carbon paper and similar

copying papers
700 - Coated or impregnated

with plastic materials
800 - Printed, but not coated

or impregnated
901 - Coloured base paper for

the manufacture of wall
paper

902 - Imitation leather board
(for example, for the
manufacture of suitcases)

909 - Other

48.08.000 Filter blocks, slabs and
plates, of paper pulp

	48.09
	

Building board of wood pulp
or of vegetable fibre,
whether or not bonded with
natural or artificial
resins or with similar
bindars:

	48.13
	

Carbon and other copying papers
(including duplicator stencils)
and transfer papers, cut to
size, whether or not put up in
boxes:

100 Carbon paper and other
copying papers
	

642.92
200 Duplicator stencils

	641.95
	

300 Transfer paper

	48.14
	

Writing blocks, envelopes,
letter cards, plain postcards,
correspondence cards; boxes,
pouches, wallets and writing
compendiums, of paper or paper-
board, containing only and
assortment of paper stationery:

200 Boxes, pouches, wallets and
writing compendiums,

	641.22
	

containing only an assortment
of paper stationery or

	641.95
	

envelopes only
	

642.20
100 Envelopes
900 Other

	48.15
	

Other paper and paperboard,
cut to size or shape:

Paper and paperboard coated
with an adhesive:

101 	 - Adhesive tape
	

642.93
109 - Other
200 Paper for calculating machines;

monotype paper and paper for
telegraphs and teletypes and
the like

300 Toilet paper, other than
creped sulphite paper

400 Writing paper, drawing paper
and duplicator paper

901 Blotting paper and filter paper
902 Creped sulphite paper
903 Cellulose wadding
904 Chromo paper, glossy paper,

bright enamel paper, art
printing paper and similar

	641.96	 coated paper and paperboard
905 Uncoated paperboard
909 Other

	48.16
	

Boxes, bags and other packing
containers, of paper or paper-
board:

101
109
200

48.10

Hard or medium:
- Surface worked
- Other
Porous

Cigarette paper, cut to
size, whether or not in
the form of booklets or
tubes:

641.60
It

Boxes:
110 - Of corrugated paperboard
191 - Of solid board
199 - Other
200 Sacks
300 Bags, handbags and the like
400 Jars and cups
901 Prepared packets for packing

cigarette paper
909 Other

642.11
It

001 	 In rolls
	

642.91
009 Other 	
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48.11.000 Wallpaper and Zincrusta;
window transparencies of
paper
	

641.97
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48.17.000 Box files, letter trays,
storage boxes and similar
articles, of paper or
paperboard, of a kind
commonly used in offices,
shops and the like	 642.12

	

48.18
	

Registers, exercise books,
note books, memorandum
blocks, order books,
receipt books, diaries,
blottingpads, binders
(loose-leaf or other),
file covers and other
stationery of paper or
paperboard; sample and
other albums and book
covers, of paper or
paperboard:

	001
	

File covers and binders
	

642.30

	

002
	

Albums
	 If

009 Other

48.19.000 Paper or paperboard labels,
whether or not printed or
gummed

48.20.000 Bobbins, spools, cops and
similar supports of paper
pulp, paper or paperboard
(whether or not perforated
or hardened)
	

642.94

	

48.21
	

Other articles of paper
pulp, paper, paperboard or
cellulose wadding:

100 Moulded sheets for packing
eggs

	

600 	 Plates,dishes,cups and
similar tableware

	

700 	 Babies' napkins

	

800 	 Sanitary towels

	

920 	 Serviettes, handkerchiefs,
towels, tablecloths and
sheets
	

642,99
940 Sausage casings

	

991 	 Dress patterns
992 Perforated paper and paper-

board cards for use with
Jacquard and similar
machines; reel ends
(for reels of paper)

	

993 	 Filters for coffee filters
and the like

994 Lampshades

	

995 	 Spinning cans; cigarette
filters

997 Tubes and pipes
999 Other

PRINTED BOOKS, NEWSPAPERS,
PICTURES AND OTHER PRODUCTS
OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY;
MANUSCRIPTS, TYPESCRIPTS

AND PLANS

49.01
	

Printed books, booklets,
brochures, pamphlets and
leaflets:

Books:
101 - In Norwegian
	

892.11
102 - In other languages

49.01 (cont.)

200 Printed sheets for binding or
stapling into books or
similar articles
	

892.11
900 Other

49.02.000 Newspapers, journals and
periodicals, whether or not
illustrated
	

892.20

49.03.000 Children's picture books and
painting books	 892.12

49.04
	

Music, printed or in manuscript,
whether or not bound or
illustrated:

001 Bound, published by a Norwegian
firm
	

892.30
009 Other

49,05
	

Maps and hydrographie and
similar charts of all kinds,
including atlases, wall maps
and topographical plans,
printed; printed globes
(terrestrial or celestial):

100 Maps and all kinds of charts	 892.13
500 Globes

49.06.000 Pians and drawings, for
industriaZ, architectural,
engineering, commercial or
similar purposes, whether
original or reproductions on
sensitised paper; manuscripts
and typescripts
	

892.92

49.07.000 Unused postage, revenue and
similar stamps of current or
new issue in the country to
which they are destined;
stamp-impressed paper; bank-
notes, stock, share and bond
certificates and similar
documents of title; cheque
books
	

892.93

49.08.000 Transfers (Decalcomanias)	 892.41

49.09.000 Picture postcards, Christmas
and other picture greeting
cards, printed by any process,
with or without trimmings	 892.42

49.10.000 Calendars of any kind, of paper
or paperboard, including
calendar blocks
	

892.94

Other printed matter,including
printed pictures and photographs:

Pictures and photographs:
102 - Pictures, other than those

for advertising purposes
	

892.99
108 - Other
902 Catalogues, in foreign

languages, of books and
publications

908 Other printed matter

892,91

49.11

CHAPTER 49
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CHAPTER 53
651.61

53.01

262.10
262.20

53.02

651.71

Of synthetic fibres:
200 - Texturised yarn (crepe

yarn)
- Other:
- - Of polyester fibres:

303 - - - For fishing purposes
304 - - - Other

- - Of other synthetic
fibres:

306	 - - - For fishing purposes
308	 - - - Other

Of regenerated fibres:
501 - Less than 6,6 milligrams

per metre (60 denier)
509 - Other

WOOL AND OTHER ANIMAL HAIR

Sheep's or lambs' wool, not
carded or combed:

100 Greasy or fleece-washed
900 Other

Other animal hair (fine or
coarse), not carded or combed:

100 Fine hair	 262.30
300 Coarse hair	 262.59
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50.01.000 Silk-worm cocoons suitable
for reeling

50.02.000 Raw silk (not thrown)

50.03.000 Silk waste (including
cocoons unsuitable for
reeling, silk noiZs and
pulled or garnetted rags)

50.04.000 Silk yarn, other than yarn
of noil or other waste
silk, not put up for
retail sale

50.05.000 Yarn spun from silk waste
other than noil, not put
up for retail sale

50,06.000 Yarn spun from noil silk,
not put up for retail sale

50.07.000 Silk yarn and yarn spun
from noil or other waste
silk, put up for retail
sa le

50.08.000 Silk-worm gut; imitation
catgut of silk

50.09
	

Woven fabrics of silk or
of waste si 1k other than
noil:

200 Clothing fabrics
900 Other

SITC

261.10

261.30

261.20

651.11

651.12

651.13

651.14

651.15

653.11

	No. 
	

SITC

	

51.02
	

Monofil, strip (artificial
straw and the like) and
imitation catgut, of man-made
fibre materials:

100 Of synthetic fibre materials	 651.62
700 Of regenerated fibre materials 651.72

	

51.03
	

Yarn of man-made fibres
(continuous), put up for
retail sale:

100 Of synthetic fibres
	

651.63

Of regenerated fibres:
201 - Less than 6,6 milligrams

per metre (60 denier)
	

651.73
209 - Other

	

51.04
	

Woven fabrics of man-made fibres
(continuous), including woven
fabrics of monofil or strip of
heading NO. 51.01 or 51.02:

Of synthetic fibres:
100 - Clothing fabrics

	
653.51

- Other fabrics:
401 - - Cord fabrics
409 - - Other

Of regenerated fibres:
500 - Clothing fabrics

	
653.61

- Other fabrics:
901 - - Cord fabrics
909 - - Other

CHAPTER 52

METALLISED TEXTILES

CHAPTER 50

SILK AND WASTE SILK

52.01.000 Metallised yarn, being textile
yarn spun with metal or
covered with metal by any
process	 651.91

52.02.000 Woven fabrics of metal thread
or of metallised yarn, of a
kind used in articles of
apparel, as furnishing
fabrics or the like
	

653.91

50.10.000 Woven fabrics of noil silk 653.12

CHAPTER 51

MAN-MADE FIBRES (CONTINUOUS)

51.01
	

Yarn of man-made fibres
(continuous), not put up for
retail sale:
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Unmixed:
101	 - Undyed	 651.22
102 - Dyed

Mixed:
501 - Undyed
502	 - Dyed
	 tt

53.08.000 Yarn of fine animal hair
(carded or combed), not
put up for retail sale

53.09.000 Yarn of horsehair or of
other coarse animal hair,
not put up for retail sale

	53.10	 Yarn of sheep's or lambs'
wool, of horsehair or of
other animal hair (fine
or coarse), put up for
retail sale:

Of sheep's or lambs' wool:
103 - Woollen yarn
104 - Worsted yarn
900 Of horsehair or other

animal hair (fine or
coarse)

	53.11
	

Woven fabrics of sheep's
or lambs' wool or of fine
animal hair:

001 Containing more than 7% by
weight of man-made fibres
(continuous)

651.23,

651.24

651.25

653.21

Other:
- Clothing fabrics:

600 - - Containing discontionuous
synthetic textile fibres

- - Other:
701 - - - For suits, costumes

and the like
709	 - - - Other
	 tt
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53.03.000 Waste of sheep's or lambs'
wool or of other animal
hair (fine or coarse),
not pulled or garnetted

53.04.000 Waste of sheep's or lambs'
wool or of other animal
hair (fine or coarse),
pulled or garnetted
eluding pulled or
garnetted rags)

53.05
	

Sheep's or lambs' wool
or other animal hair
(fine or coarse),
carded or combed:

100 Tops
900 Other

No.

53.11 (cont.)

- Other fabrics:
901 - - Furnishing fabrics
909 - - Other

	53.12
	

Woven fabrics of coarse animal
hair other than horsehair:

001 Containing more than 7% by
weight of man-made fibres
(continuous)

008 Other

	

53.13	 Woven fabrics of horsehair:

001 Sieve and screen cloth
008 Other

No SITC  

262.90

262.60

262.80
262.70

SITC 

653.21
It

653.92

653.93

265.10

Yarn of carded sheep's or
lambs' wool (woollen yarn),
not put up for retail sale:

100 Unmixed	 651.21
500 Mixed

Yarn of combed sheep's
or lambs' wool (worsted
yarn), not put up for
retail sale:

53.06

53.07

CHAPTER 54

FLAX AND RAMIE

	54.01
	

Flax, raw or processed but not
spun; flax tow and waste
(including pulled or garnetted
rags):

100 Raw flax
200 Processed flax
900 Tow and waste

54.02.000 Ramie, raw or processed but
not spun; ramie noils and
waste (including pulled or
garnetted rags)

54.03.000 Flax or ramie yarn, not put
up for retail saZe

54.04.000 Flax or ramie yarn, put up
for retail sale

	54.05	 Woven fabrics of flax or of
ramie:

Clothing fabrics:
- Containing cotton:

101 - - Unbleached
102 - - Multicoloured, not

printed
104 - - Other

- Other:
- - Unbleached, bleached, or

dyed in a single colour:
105 - - - Unbleached or bleached,

weighing 440 grams or
more per square metre

106 - - - Other, bleached, or dyed
in a single colour, with
more than 25 warp and
weft threads per square
centimetre

107	 - - - Other
	 It

109 - - Other

Other fabrics:
911	 - Drill and damask

	
It

- Other:
- - Containing cotton:
- - - Unbleached:

921 - - - - Weighing 720 grams or
more per square metre

	 It

4

265.30

651.51

651.52

653.31

It



60.03 (cont.)

Women's stockings other than
sports stockings:
- Containing silk
	

841.42
- Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:
- - Of wool or fine animal

hair
- - Of other textile fibres

Other:
- Containing silk
- Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:
- - Of wool or fine animal hair:
- - - Sports stockings and

rag socks
- - Other
- Of other textile fibres

Under garments, knitted or
crocheted, not elastic nor
rubberised:

Shirts of all kinds:
- Containing silk
	

841.43
- Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:
- - Of cotton
- - Of other textile fibres

It

Night wear:
It
	 210	 - Containing silk

It
	 220 - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:

250 - Of cotton
260 - - Of discontinuous

man-made fibres
841.41
	

290 - - Of other textile fibres

Panty hose:
610 - Containing silk
620 - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:

650 - - Of cotton
690 - - Of other textile fibres

It

Other under garments:
- Men's and boys':

710	 - Containing silk
720 - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - Other:

740

750

- -	 Of wool or fine animal
hair

- -	 Of cotton tt

790 -	 Of other textile fibres It

- Women's and girls':
810 - - Containing silk
820 - - Containing continuous

synthetic textile fibres
830 - - Containing continuous

regenerated textile fibres
841.42 - Other:

840 - -	 Of wool or fine animal
hair It

850 - - - Of cotton It

890 - -	 Of other textile fibres

655.83 210
220

240

290

910
It 920
It

tt

941

949
990

60.04

653.70 110
120

150
190
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	59.17
	

Textile fabrics and textile
articles, of a kind commonly
used in machinery or plant:

001	 Bolting cloth

Machine felt of a kind
commonly used in paper-
making industry:

002 - Of synthetic fibres
003 - Of wool
005 - Other

Straining cloth:
006 - Of man-made fibres
007	 - Other
008 Machine gaskets
009 Other

CHAPTER 60

KNITTED AND CROCHETED GOODS

	

60.01
	

Knitted or crocheted fabric,
not elastic nor rubberised:

010 Containing silk
020 Containing continuous

man-made fibres

Other:
040 - Of wool or fine animal

hair
050 - Of cotton
060 - Of discontinuous

man-made fibres
090 - Of other textile fibres

	

60.02
	

Gloves, mittens and mitts,
knitted or crocheted, not
elastic nor rubberised:

010 Containing silk
020 Containing continuous

man-made fibres

Other:
- Of wool or fine animal

hair:
041 - - Mitts
049 - - Other
050 - Of cotton
091 - Of flax or hemp
099 - Of other textile fibres

	

60.03
	

Stockings, under stockings,
socks, ankle-socks,
sockettes and the like,
knitted or crocheted, not
elastic nor rubberised:

Men's stockings other than
sports stockings; ankle-
socks and other socks
(also for women and
children) other than
rag socks:

110 - Containing silk
120 - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:

140 - - Of wool or fine
animal hair

190 - - Of other textile fibres
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60.04 (cont.)

- Infants':
910 - - Containing silk
920 - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - Other:

940	 - Of wool or fine
animal hair

950	 - Of cotton
990	 _ - Of other textile

fibres

60.05
	

Outer garments and other
articles, knitted or
crocheted, not elastic
nor rubberised:

Gym suits,training suits:
120 - Containing silk or

continuous man-made
fibres

- Other:
140 - Of wool or fine

animal hair
150 - Of cotton
190 -	 Of other textile fibres

Bathing costumes and trunks:
220 - Containing silk or

continuous man-made fibres
- Other:

240 - - Of wool or fine
animal hair

250 - - Of cotton
290 - Of other textile fibres

Other outer garments:
- Men's and boys':
- - Pull-overs, sweaters

and jackets:
310 - - - Containing silk
320 - - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - - Other:
- - Of wool or fine

animal hair:
341 	 Weighing 500 grams

or more per garment
349 	  Other
350 - - - - Of cotton
360 - - - Of discontinuous

man-made fibres
390 - - - - Of other textile

fibres
- - Other:

410 - - - Containing silk
420 - - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - - Other:

440 - - - Of wool or fine
animal hair

450 - - - Of cotton
490 - - Of other textile

fibres
	 If

- Women's and girls':
- - Jumpers, cardigans

and jackets:
510 - - - Containing silk
520 - - - Containing continuous

synthetic fibres
	 It

530 - - - Containing continuous
regenerated fibres

- - - Other:
540 - _ - Of wool or fine

animal hair
	 It

550

-	

- Of cotton
	 tf

60.05 (cont.)

- - - - Of discontinuous
synthetic fibres
	

841.44
- - - - Of discontinuous

regenerated fibres
- - - - Of other textile

fibres
- Costumes and dresses:

- - - Containing silk
- - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - - Other:
- - - - Of wool or fine

animal hair
- - - - Of cotton
- - - - Of discontinuous

man-made fibres
- - - - Of other textile

fibres
- - Other:

- - Containing silk
- - - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - - Other:

- - - Of wool or fine
animal hair

- - - - Of cotton
- - - - Of other textile fibres
- Infants':
- - Containing silk
- - Containing continuous

man-made fibres
- - Other:
- - - Of wool or fine

animal fibres
- - - Of cotton
- - - Of other textile fibres

Other articles:
- Containing silk or continuous

man-made fibres
- Other:
- - Of wool or fine

animal hair
- - Of cotton
- - Of other textile fibres

Knitted or crocheted fabric and
articles thereof, elastic or
rubberised (including elastic
knee-caps and elastic stockings):

In the piece:
- Containing silk or continuous

man-made fibres
- Other
Elastic stockings

Other articles:
920 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made fibres
990 - Other

841.43

ft

560

570

590

It 610
620

If

640

650
660

690

841.44 710
720

It

It

740

750
790

It

810
820

It

It

ft 840

850
890

ft

920

940

950
990

60.06
It

If

120

190
300

841.45
11
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61.03 (cont.)

- - Of other textile
fibres:

191 - - - Wholly or partly
starched 	 841.13

199 - - - Other

Nightwear:
220 - Containing silk or

continuous man-made
textile fibres

- Other:
250 - Of cotton
290 - - Of other textile

fibres

Other under garments
including collars, shirt
fronts and cuffs:

920 - Containing silk or
continuous man-made
textile fibres

- Other:
991 - - Wholly or partly starched
999 - - Other

	61.04
	

Women's, girls' and infants'
under garments:

Women's and girls':
- Nightwear:

120 - - Containing silk or
continuous man-made
textile fibres

150 - - Of cotton
190 - - Of other textile fibres

- Other under garments:
220 - - Containing slik or

continuous man-made
textile fibres

250 - - Of cotton
290 - - Of other textile fibres

Infants' under garments:
920 - Containing silk or

continuous man-made
textile fibres

950 - Of cotton
990 - Of other textile fibres

	61.05
	

Handkerchief's:

020 Containing silk or continuous
man-made textile fibres 	 _841.21

050 Of cotton
090 Of other textile fibres

	61.06
	

Shawls, scarves, mufflers,
mantillas, veils and the
like:

020 Containing silk or continuous
man-made textile fibres 	 841.22

Other:
040 - Of wool or fine animal

hair
	 If

090 	 - Of other textile fibres
	 If

61.07.000 Ties, bow ties and cravats 841.23
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No.	 SITC

	61.08
	

Collars, tuckers, fa liais,
bodice-fronts, jabots, cuff's,
flounces, yokes and similar
accessories and trimmings for
women's and girls' garments:

020 Containing silk or continuous
man-made textile fibres 	 841.24

090 Other

	61.09
	

Corsets, corset-belts, suspender-
belts, brassieres, braces,
suspenders, garters and the like
(including such articles of
knitted or crocheted fabric),
whether or not elastic:

Corsets, corset-belts and
suspender-belts:

120 - Containing silk or continuous
man-made textile fibres 	 841.25

- Other:
150 - Of cotton
190 - Of other textile fibres

Brassieres:
220 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres 	 ff

- Other:
250 - Of cotton
290 - Of other textile fibres
	 If

Other:
920 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
- Other:

95Q 	 - - Of cotton
	 It

990	 - - Of other textile fibres

	61.10
	

Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings,
socks and sockettes, not being
knitted or crocheted goods:

Gloves, mittens and mitts:
001 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
	

841.26
002 - Of cotton, flax or hemp
003 	 - Other
	 If

Other:
005 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
009 - Other

	61.11
	

Made up accessories for articles
of apparel (for example, dress
shields, shoulder and other
pads, belts, muffs, sleeve
protectors, pockets):

Belts:
001 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres 	 841.29
- Other:

002 - - Of cotton
003 - - Of other textile fibres

Other:
005 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
	 It

If009 - Of other textile fibres
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SITC 	 No. SITC

62.02 (cont.)

252   Unbleached:
253   Multicoloured,

not printed 	 656.91
255 	 Other If

656.61

656.62
656.69

256 - - Hemmed
- - Containing discontinuous

man-made textile fibres:
- - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
261 - - - - Drill and damask

- - - - Other:
262 	 Unbleached
263

265 	

	 Multicoloured,
not printed

ff

266 Hemmed
Of flax:

: - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges:

656.91 291 - - - - Drill and damask
- - - - Other:
	 Unbleached, bleached

or dyed in one colour:
292 	 Bleached or dyed in

one colour, with
more than 25 warp
and weft threads

If per square cm If

If 293 	 Other
295 	 Other
296 - - - Hemmed

- - Of other textile fibres:
297 - - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges If

If 299 - - - Hemmed

If

If

Toilet linen and kitchen
linen and the like:

If - Containing cotton or
discontinuous man-made
textile fibres:

- - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges:

351 - - - Drill and damask
- - - Other:

352 - - - - Unbleached
353 - - - - Multicoloured,

not printed
355 - - - - Other
356 - - Hemmed

- Of flax:
- - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
391 	 - - Drill and damask

- - Other:
- - - Unbleached, bleached

or dyed in one colour:
392 	  Bleached or dyed in

one colour, with more
than 25 warp and weft
threads per square am

393 	  Other
395 - - - - Other
396 - - Hemmed

Covers for car-seats:
520 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
590 - Other
701 Lampshades
702 Roller blinds

No.

CHAPTER 62

OTHER MADE UP TEXTILE ARTICLES

	

62.01
	

Travelling rugs and blankets:

040 Of wool or other animal
hair

050 Of cotton, multicoloured,
not printed

090 Other

	

62.02
	

Bed linen, table linen,
toilet linen and kitchen
linen; curtains and other
furnishing articles:

Bed linen:
- Containing silk or

continuous man-made
textile fibres:

121 - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges

126 - - Hemmed
- Other:

- Containing cotton:
- Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
152 - - - - Unbleached
153 	 - - - Multicoloured,

not printed
155 - - - - Other
156 - - - Hemmed

- - Containing discontinuous
man-made textile fibres:

- - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges:

162 - - - - Unbleached
163 - - - - Multicoloured,

not printed
165 - - - - Other
166 - - - Hemmed

- - Of flax:
- - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
- - - - Unbleached, bleached

or dyed in one colour:
192 	  Bleached or dyed

in one colour, with
more than 25 warp
and weft threads
per square cm

193   Other
	 fl

195 - - - - Other
196 - - - Hemmed

- - Of other textile
fibres:

197 - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges

199 - - - Hemmed

Table linen:
- Containing silk or

continuous man-made
textile fibres:

221 - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges

226 - - Hemmed
- Other:
- - Containing cotton:
- - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
251 	 - - - Drill and damask
	

tf

- - - - Other:



CHAPTER 63

OLD CLOTHING AND OTHER TEXTILE
.	 ARTICLES; RAGS

63.01.000 Clothing, clothing accessories,
travelling rugs and blankets,
household linen and furnishing
articles (other than articles
falling withing heading N6.58.01,
58.02 or 58.03), of textile
materials, footwear and headgear
of any material, showing signs of
appreciable wear and imported in
bulk or in bales, sacks or
similar bulk packinas.	 267.01

63.02
	

Used or new rags, scrap twine,
cordage, rope and cables and worn
out articles of twine, cordage,
rope or cables:

Old or new rags:
001 - For the textile industry 	 267.02
002 - Other
009 	 Scrap twine, cordage, rope and

cables and worn out articles of
twine, cordage, rope or cables 	 "

656.10

656.20
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62.02 (cont.)

Curtains and other
furnishing articles:
- Containing silk or

continuous man-made
textile fibres:

721 - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges

729 - - Hemmed
- Other:
- - Containing cotton:
- - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
752 - - - Unbleached
753 	 - - - - Multicoloured,

not printed
755 - - - Other
756 - - - Hemmed

- - Containing discontinuous
man-made textile fibres:

- - - Not hemmed or merely
with rolled edges:

762 - - - - Unbleached
763 	 - - - - Multicoloured,

not printed
765 - - - - Other
766 - - - Hemmed

- - Of flax:
- - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges:
- - - - Unbleached,

bleached or dyed in
one colour:

792 	 Bleached or dyed
in one colour,
with more than 25
warp and weft
threads per
square cm

793 	  Other
794 - - - - Other
795 - - - Hemmed

- - Of other textile fibres:
797 - - - Not hemmed or merely

with rolled edges
799 - - - Hemmed

	62.03
	

Sacks and bags, of a kind
used for the packing of
goods:

Used:
301 - Of jute, hemp of

paper yarn
309 - Of other textile fibres

Other:
701 - Of jute, hemp or

paper yarn
709 - Of other textile fibres

	62.04
	

Tarpaulins, sails, awnings,
sunbZinds, tents and
camping goods:

Tarpaulins:
120 - Containing continuous

man-made textile fibres
- Other:

192 - - Of jute
199 - - Of other textile fibres

Reprinted 1970

62.04 (cont.)

Sails:
220 - Containing continuous

man-made textile fibres
	

656.20
- Other:

250 	 - Of cotton
	 It

290 - - Of other textile fibres

Tents:
320 - Containing continuous

man-made textile fibres
390 - Of other textile fibres

Pneumatic mattresses and
cushions:

420 - Containing continuous
man-made textile fibres

490 - Of other textile

Other articles:
920 - Containing continuous

man-made textile fibres
990 - Of other textile fibres

62.05
	

Other made up textile articles
(including dress patterns):

100 	 Dusters, floor cloths, polishing
cloths and similar cleaning
cloths 	 656.92

Dress patterns:
901 - Containing silk or continuous

man-made textile fibres
902 - Of other textile fibres

904 Umbrella and sunshade covers

905 Wrist-watch straps

Other articles:
906 - Containing silk or tontinuous

man-made textile fibres
907 - Of other textile fibres

656.91

It
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CHAPTER 64

FOOTWEAR, GAITERS AND THE LIKE;
PARTS OF SUCH ARTICLES

Footwear with outer soles and
uppers of rubber or artificial
plastic material:

With uppers of rubber:

110 - Overshoes
120 	 - Boots
190 - Other

64.03 (cont.)

007 - - 23 cm and more in length
and weighing more than
1000 grams per pair

009 - Other materials

Footwear with outer soles of
other materials:

001 Slippers and other house
footwear

002 	 Divers' boots
009 Other

64.04

851.01

64.05

11

64.01

64.02

With uppers of artificial
plastic material:

201 	 - With outer soles of arti-
ficial plastic material

209 - Other

Footwear with outer soles of
leather or composition
leather; footwear (other than
footwear falling within heading
No. 64.01) with outer soles of
rubber or artificial plastic
material:

With uppers of leather or
composition leather, other
than oiled leather:

010 - Less than 23 cm in length 	 851.02
- 23 cm and more in length:
- - Weighing not more than

600 grams per pair:
021 - - - Woman's
022 - - Other

- - Weighing more than 600
grams but not more than
1000 grams per pair:

031 - - - Women's
032 - - Other

- - Weighing more than 1000
grams per pair:

041 - - Women's
042 - - - Other
050 With uppers of oiled leather
060 With uppers of furskin
070 With uppers containing textile

materials falling within
Chapters 50 to 52

With uppers of other materials:
080 - With soles of rubber or

artificial plastic material
090 - Other

64.03 	 Footwear with outer soles of
wood or cork:

001 Wholly of wood 	 851.03

With outer soles of wood
and uppers of:

002 	 - Oiled leather
	 11

003 - Other materials

With outer soles of cork
and uppers of:
- Leather:

004 - - Less than 23 cm in length
005 - - 23 cm and more in length

and weighing not more than
600 grams per pair
	 11

006 - - 23 cm and more in length
and weighing more than
600 grams but not more
than 1000 grains per pair

Parts of footwear (including
uppers, in-soles and screw-on
heels) of any material except
metal:

Of leather or composition
leather:

100 - Stitched vamps
191 	 - In-soles, heel pieces and

cushions and similar parts
for insertion in footwear

192 - Stamped-out uppers
199 	 - Other

Of rubber or artificial
plastic materials:

220 - Outer soles stamped out
or shaped

230 - Heels
291 - Stamped-out uppers
292 - Stitched vamps
293 - In-soles, heel piece& and

cushions and similar parts
for insertion in footwear

299 - Other
300 Of wood
901 Of cork

Of other materials:
902 - Stamped-out uppers
903 - Stitched vamps
904 - In-soles, heel pieces and

cushions and similar parts
for insertion in footwear

909 - Other

64.06
	

Gaiters, spats, leggings,
puttees, cricket pads, shin-
guards and similar articles,
and parts thereof:

001 Of leather or composition
leather 	 851.05

009 Of other materials

CHAPTER 65

HEADGEAR AND PARTS THEREOF

65.01.000 Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods
of felt, neither blocked to
shape nor with made brime;
plateaux and manchons (includ-
ing slit manchons), of felt.	 655.71

65.02.000 Hat-shapes, plaited or made
from plaited or other strips
of any material, neither
blocked to shape nor with
made brims.	 655.72

851.03

851.04

612.30



	65.03
	

Felt hats and other felt head-
gear, being headgear made from
the felt hoods and plateaux
falling within heading
No. 65.01, whether or not
lined or trimmed:

001 Trimmed with flowers or
feathers
	

841.51
002 Trimmed with fabric woven

wholly or partly from silk
or continuous man-made
textile fibres

003 Trimmed with furskin, includ-
ing artificial fur
	 I/

009 	 Other
	 It

	65.04
	

Hats and other headgear,
plaited or made from plaited
or other strips of any
material, whether or not
lined or trimmed:

001 Trimmed with flowers or
feathers
	

841.52
002 Trimmed with fabric woven

wholly or partly from silk
or continuous man-made textile
fibres

009 Other

	65.05
	

Hats and other headgear
(including hair nets), knitted
or crocheted, or made up from
lace, felt or other textile
fabric in the piece (but not
from strips), whether or not
trimmed:

100 	 Hair nets 	 841.53

Other headgear:
901 - Trimmed with flowers or

feathers
902 - Trimmed with fabric woven

wholly or partly from silk
or continuous man-made
textile fibres

909 - Other

	65.06	 Other headgear, whether or
not lined or trimmed:

65.07

001 Of flowers or feather or
trimmed with flowers or
feathers

002 Trimmed with fabric woven
wholly or partly from silk
or continuous man-made
textile fibres

009 Other

Head-bands, linings, covers,
hat foundations, hat frames
(including spring frames for
opera hats), peaks and
chinstraps, for headgear:

001 Head-bands
002 Hat foundations
009 Other
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	66.01
	

Umbrellas and sunshades (includ-
ing walking-stick umbrellas,
umbrellas tents, and garden and
similar umbrellas):
Umbrellas and sunshades (other
than garden and similar
umbrellas):

101 - With covers containing silk or
continuous man-made textile
fibres 	 899.41

- With other covers:
102 - - With ribs of a length of

75 cm and more
109 - - Other

Garden and similar umbrellas:
201 - With covers containing silk

or continuous man-made
textile fibres

- With other covers:
202 - - With ribs of a length of

75 cm and more
209 - - Other

	

66.02
	

Walking-sticks (including
climbing-sticks and seat-sticks),
canes, whips, riding-crops and
the like:

001 Walking-sticks
	

899.42
009 Other

66.03.000 Parts, fittings, trimmings and
accessories of articles falling
within heading No. 66.01 or
66.02: 	 899.43

CHAPTER 67

PREPARED FEATHERS AND DOWN AND
ARTICLES MADE OF FEATHERS OR OF
DOWN; ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS;
ARTICLES OF HUMAN HAIR; FANS.

67.01.000 Skins and other parts of birds
with their feathers or down,
feathers, parts of feathers,
down, and articles thereof,
(other than goods falling within
heading No. 05.07 and worked
quills and scapes). 	 899.92

67.02.000 Artificial flowers, foliage or
fruit and parts thereof;
articles made of artificial
flowers, foliage or fruit. 	 899.93

67.03.000 Human hair, dressed, thinned,
bleached or otherwise worked;
wool or other animal hair
prepared for use in making
wigs and the like. 	 899.94

CHAPTER 66

UMBRELLAS, SUNSHADES, WALKING -
STICKS, WHIPS, RIDING-CROPS
AND PARTS THEREOF
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67.04.000 Wigs, false beards, hair pads,
curls, switches and the Zike,of
human or animal hair or of tex-
tiles; other articles of human
hair (including hair nets). 899.95

67.05.000 Fans and hand screens, non-
mechanical, of any materials
frames and handles therefor
and parts of such frames and
handles, of any material. 899.96

CHAPTER 68

ARTICLES OF STONE, OF PLASTER,
OF CEMENT,OF ASBESTOS,OF MICA
AND OF SIMILAR MATERIALS

Road and paving setts, curbs
and flagstone's, of natural
stone (except slate):

100 	 Road and paving setts 	 661.31
200 Other

Worked monumental or building
stone, and articles thereof
(including mosaic cubes), other
than goods falling withsn head-
ing No. 68.01 or within Chapter 69:

Neither ground nor polished:
101 	 - Balls for crushing mills 	 661.32
109 	 - Other

Ground or polished:
201 - Balls for crushing mills
209 	 - Other

68.03.000 Worked slate and articles of
slate, including articles of
agglomerated slate. 661.33

	

68.04 	 Millstones, grindstones, grind-
ing wheels and the like (includ-
ing grinding, sharpening,
polishing, trueing and cutting
wheels, heads, discs and points),
of natural stone (agglomerated
or not), of agglomerated natural
or artificial abrasives, or of
pottery, with or without cores,
shanks, sockets, axles and the
like of other materials, but not
mounted on frameworks; segments
and other finished parts of such
stones and wheels, of natural
stone (agglomerated or not), of
agglomerated natural or artifi-
cial abrasives, or of pottery:

100 	 Of natural stone 	 663.11

Other:
201 	 - Millstones
202 - Pulpstones
300 - Diamond grindstones and

cutting tool
900 - Other

68.05.000 Hand polishing stones, whet-
stones, oilstones, hones and
the like, of natural stone, of
agglomerated natural or articial
abrasives, or of pottery 	 663.12

	

68.06 	Natural or artificial abrasive
powder or grain, on a base of
woven fabric, of paper, of
paperboard or of other materials,
whether or not cut to shape or
sewn or otherwise made up:

68.06 (cont.)

100 On a base of textile materials 663.20
901 On a base of paper or paperboard
909 Other

	

68.07
	

Slag wool, rock wool and similar
mineral wools; exfoliated vermi-
culite, expanded clays, foamed
slag and similar expanded
mineral materials; mixtures and
articles of heat-insulating,
sound-insulating, or sound-
absorbing mineral materials,
other than those filling in head-
ing No. 68.12 or 68.13 or in
Chapter 69:

300 Rock wool, slag wool and similar
mineral wools and articles
thereof 	 663.50

900 Other

68.08.000 Articles of asphalt or of similar
material (for example, of petro-
leum bitumen or coal tar pitch).661.81

	68.09	 Panels, boards, tiles, blocks
and similar articles of vege-
table fibre, of wood fibre, of
straw, of wood shavings or of
wood waste (including sawdust),
agglomerated with cement, plaster
or with other mineral binding
substances:

001 Panels, boards and tiles of wood
wool agglomerated with cement 661.82

002 Panels, boards and tiles agglo-
merated with plaster
	 It

009 Other

	

68.10
	

Articles of plastering material:

'100
900
	 Panels, boards and tiles 	 663.61

Other 	 11

	68.11
	

Articles of cement (including
slag cement), of concrete or of
artificial stone (including
granulated marble agglomerated
with cement), reinforced or not:

200 	 Pipes 	 663.62
900 Other

	68.12
	

Articles of asbestos-cement,
of cellulose fibre-cement or
the like:

100
	

Sheets 	 661.83
200 Pipes
900 Other

	

68.13
	

Fabricated asbestos and articles
thereof (for example asbestos,
board, thread and fabric;
asbestos clothing, asbestos
jointing), reinforced or not,
other than goods falling within
heading No. 68.14; mixtures with
a basis of asbestos and mixtures
with a basis of asbestos and
magnesium carbonate, and articles
of such mixtures:

100 Fabricated asbestos 	 663.81
150 Mixtures with a basis of asbestos

and mixtures with a basis of
asbestos and magnesium carbonate "

68.01

68.02



CHAPTER 74

COPPER AND ARTICLES THEREOF

Copper matte; unwrought copper
(refined or not); copper waste
and scrap:

Wrought bars, rods, angles,
shapes and sections, of copper;
copper wire:

Of unalloyed copper:

- Wire rod
- Wire:
- - Gilt or silvered
- - Other
- Bars, rods, angles, shapes

and sections
Of alloyed copper:
- Wire rod:
- - Of brass
	 If

- - Other
- Wire:
- - Gilt or silvered
- - Other:
- - - Of brass
- - - Of bronze
- - - Of other copper alloys
- Bars and rods:
- - Of brass
- - Of bronze
- - Of other copper alloys
- Shapes and sections:
- - Of brass
- - Of bronze
- - Of other copper alloys

Wrought plates, sheets and strip,
of copper:
Of unalloyed copper
	 682.22

Of alloyed copper:
- Of brass
- Of bronze
- Of other copper alloys

74.01

100

201
209
300

501
509

601

610
651
659

710
751
759

801
802
809

74.04

100

201
202
209

100 Copper matte
Unwrought copper:

150 - Unrefined
- Refined:

210 - - Unalloyed
- - Alloyed:

301 - - - Brass
302 - - - Bronze
303 - - - Red brass
309 - - - Other copper alloys
600 Copper waste and scrap 	 284.02

74.02.000 Master alloys	 682.13

74.03

283.12

682.11,

682.12

682.21

TT

It

TT

TT

If

74.05.000 Copper foil (whether or not
embossed, cut to shape, per-
forated, coated, printed, or
backed with paper or other
reinfOrcring material), of a
thickness (excluding any backing)
not exceeding 0.15 mm	 682.23
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No. 	 SITC

- Of other material:
410 - - Uncoated or unpolished 	 697.21

- - Coated or polished:
430 - - - Enamelled
491 	 - - - Gilt or silvered
492 - - - Nickel-plated, chromium-

plated og polished
493 - - - Tinned, copper-plated,

varnished, glazed,
lacquered or painted

499 - - - Other
Builders' sanitory ware for
indoor use, and parts thereof:
- Of cast iron:
- - Enamelled:

520 - - - Bath tubs 	 812.30
531 - - - Wash basins, water-closet

pans and urinals
539 - - - Other

- - Other:
591 - - - Wash basins, water-closet

pans and urinals
	 It

599 - - - Other
- Of stainless steel:

610 - - Sink draining-boards
	 tt

- - Other:
691 - - - Nickel-plated, chromium-

plated or polished
	

It

692

	

	 - - - Tinned, copper-plated,
enamelled, varnished,
glazed, lacquered or
painted
	

/I

699 - - - Other
- Of other materials:
- - Enamelled:

910 - - - Bath tubs
920 - - - Other
991 - Nickel-plated, chromium-

plated or polished
	

fl

992 	 - - Tinned, copper-plated,
varnished, glazed, lacquered
and painted

999 	 - - Other 	 It

73.39.000 Iron or steel wool; pot scourers
and scouring and polishing pads,
gloves and the like, of iron or
steel 697.91

73.40
	

Other articles of iron or steel:

200 Iron castings in the rough
state 	 679.10

300 Steel castings in the rough
state 	 679.20

400 Forgings in the rough state 	 679.30
Other:

901 - Ships' knees, rudder and
screw castings, stemposts,
and sternposts, and rudder-
posts; spherical floaters 	 698.91

902 - Balls for grinding and
crushing mills

909 	 - Other
	 It
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74.06.000 Copper powders and flakes

Tubes and pipes and blanks
therefor, of copper; hollow
bars of copper:
Of unalloyed copper
Of alloyed copper:
- Of brass
- Of bronze
- Of other copper alloys

Tube and pipe fittings (for
example, joints, elbows,
sockets and flanges), of copper:

Of unalloyed copper
Of alloyed copper:
- Of brass
- Of bronze
- Of other copper alloys

682.26

11

11

74.09.000 Reservoirs, tanks, vats and
similar containers, for any
material, of copper, of a
capacity exceeding 300 1,
whether or not lined or heat-
insulated, but not fitted with
mechanical or thermal equip-
ment	 692.12

No.

74.07

100

201
202
209

74.08

100

201
202
209

SITC No.

682.24 74.16.000

74.17.000

682.25

11

74.18

001
002
009

74.19

100
200
900
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SITC

Springs, of copper	 698.62

Cooking and heating apparatus
of a kind used for demestic
purposed, not electrically
operated, and parts thereof;
of copper	 697.12

Other articles of a kind com-
monly used for domestic pur-
posed, builders' sanitary ware
for indoor use, and parts of
such articles and ware, of
copper:

Other articles of a kind com-
monly used for domestic
purposed:
- Unpolished and uncoated
	

697.22
- Other
Builders' sanitary ware for
indoor use
	 11

Other articles of copper:

Cast or forged blanks, unworked698.92
Door and window frames
Other
	 11

74.10
	

Straded wire, cables, cordage,
ropes, plaited banks and the
like, of copper wire, but
excluding insulated electric
wires and cables:

100 	 Of unalloyed copper
	

693.12
200 Of alloyed copper

74.11
	

Gauze, cloth, grill, netting,
fencing, reinforcing fabric
and similar materials (includ-
ing endless bands), of copper
wire:

100 Endless bands for paper-making
machinery 	 693.32

904 Gauze and cloth other than
endless bands
	 11

908 	 Other
	 11

74.12.000 Expanded metal, of copper	 693.42

74.13.000 Chain and parts thereof;
of copper	 698.81

74.14.000 Nails, tacks, staples, hook-
nails, spiked cramps, studs,
spikes and drawing pins, of
copper, or of iron or steel
with heads of copper	 694.12

74.15
	

Bolts and nuts (including
bolt ends and screw studs),
whether or not threaded or
tapped, and screws (including
screw hooks and screw rings),
of copper; rivets, cotters,
cotter-pins, washers and spring
washers, of copper:

Screws and bolts, threaded and
their nuts:

110 	 - Screws for wood
	

694.22
190 - Other
900 	 Other
	 It

CHAPTER 75

NICKEL AND ARTICLES THEREOF

	75.01
	

Nickel mattes, nickel speiss and
other intermediate products of
nickel metallurgy; unwrought
nickel (excluding electro-plating
anodes); nickel waste and scrap:

100 Nickel mattes, nickel speiss and
other intermediate products of
nickel metallurgy 	 283.22
Unwrought nickel:

200 - Unalloyed 	 683.10
300 - Alloyed
600 Waste and scrap 	 284.03

	

75.02
	

Wrought bars, rods, angles,
shapes, and sections, of nickel;
nickel wire:

001
	

Gilt or silvered wire 	 683.21
009 Other

	75.03
	

Wrought plates, sheets and
strip, of nickel; nickel foil;
nickel powders and flakes:

Wrought plates, sheets, strip
and foil:

201 	 - Foil
	

683.22
209 - Other
300 Powder and flakes

75.04.000 Mbes and pipes and blanks
therefor, of nickel; hollow
bars, and tube and pipe fit-
tings (f92.3 example, joints,
elbows, sockets and flanges),
of nickel 	683.23
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	84.02
	

Auxiliary plant for use with
steam and other vapour
generating boilers (for
example, economisers, super-
heaters, soot removers, gas
recoverers and the like);
condensers for vapour engines
and power units:

301 Economisers
305 Other auxiliary plant
309 Condensers for vapour and

power units
Parts:

901 - For economisers
909 - Other parts

	84.03
	

Producer gas and water gas
generators, with or without
purifiers; acetylene gas
generators (water process) and
similar gas generators, with
or without purifiers:

100 Generators
900 Parts

84.04.000 Steam engines (including mobile
engines, but not steam tractors
falling within heading No. 87.01
or mechanically propelled road
rollers) with self-contained
boilers 	711.31

	84.05
	

Steam and other vapour power
units, not incorporating boilers:

100 Piston-valve engines
	

711.32
200 Steam turbines

Parts:
901 - For piston-valve engines
902 	 - For steam turbines
	 tt

	84.06	 Internal combustion
piston engines:

Spark-ignition engines:
150 - Aircraft engines
	

711.41
- Marine engines:

210 - - Outboard motors
	

711.50
290 	 - - Other
	 11

300 - Moped and motor-cycle
engines

400 - Engines for tractors and
for vehicles falling within
heading No. 87.02 and
No. 87.03

500 - Other spark-ignition engines
Compression-ignition engines:

600 - Engines for tractors and for
vehicles falling within head-
ing No. 87.02 and No. 87.03

- Marine engines:
- - Diesel engines with a speed

of less than 800 r.p.m. and
an effective power of:

701 	 - 	 - Less than 15 h.p.
702 	 - - - 15 to 99 h.p.
703 	 - 	 - 100 to 699 h.p.
704 	 - - - 700 to 2 499 h.p.
705 	 - - - 2 500 h.p. or more

- - Diesel engines with a speed
of 800 r.p.m. or more and an
effective power of:

706 	 - - - Less than 15 h.p. 	 It

707 	 - - - 15 to 99 h.p. 	 t t

708 	 - - - 100 to 699 h.p.
709 - - - 700 h.p. or more
800 - Other compression-ignition

engines

Parts:
910 7 For aircraft engines 	 711.41

- For other engines:
- - Pistons and pistons rings:

951 - - - For engines for tractors
and for vehicles falling
within heading No. 87.02,
No. 87.03 and No. 87.09 711.50

959
	

- - - Other 	 tt

- - Other:
991 - - For engines for tractors

and for vehicles falling
within heading No. 87.02,
No. 87.03 and No. 87.09

999 - - Other

	84.07
	

Hydraulic engines and motors
(including water wheels and
water turbines):

501 Water turbines
	

711.81
502 Water turbine regulators
509 Water wheels and other hydraulic

engines, including regulators
therefor

900 Parts

	84.08
	

Other engines and motors:
Aircraft engines:

110 - Gas turbines
190 - Other

Other engines and motors;
810 - Gas turbines
890 - Other

Parts:
910 - For aircraft engines

- Other:
930 - - For gas turbines
990 - - For other engines and

motors

	84.09
	

Mechanically propelled road
rollers:

100 Road rollers
900 Parts

	84.10
	

Pumps (including motor pumps
and turbo pumps) for liquids,
whether or not fitted with
measuring devices; liquid
elevators of bucket, chain,
screw, band and similar kinds:

Reciprocating pumps
Rotary pumps
Centrifugal pumps:
- Hand operated
- Other
Other pumps
Liquid elevators
Parts:
- For pumps
- For liquid elevators

Air pumps, vacuum pumps and air
or gas compressors (including
motor and turbo pumps and com-
pressors, and free-piston
generators for gas turbines);
fans, blowers and the like:

Compressors, including free-
piston generators:
- For pneumatic machines and tools:

201 - - Air compressors, water-
cooled
	

719.22
203 - - Portable air compressors,

fitted with internal
combustion engines

711.20

It

719.11
tt

100
tt
	 300

It

401
409
705
707

901
909

tt
	 84.11

It

tt

711.42

711.60
711.89

711.42

711.60

711.89

718.41

719.21
It
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208 	 - - Other compressors
	

719.22
- For refrigerators and
refrigerating plant:

- - Sealed units comprising a
refrigerating compressor
and an electric motor
assembled in a sealed
metal housing:

301 - - - Fitted with a motor not
exceeding 1/4 h.p.

302 - - - Other
308 - - Other

- For other uses:
401 - - Air compressors, water-

cooled
402 	 - - Portable air compressors,

fitted with internal com-
bustion engines

403 - - Other compressors
Air pumps and vacuum pumps:

406 - Hand operated
407 - Other
500 Fans, blowers and the like

Parts:
916
	 - For air compressors, water-

cooled; for portable air com-
pressors, fitted with internal
combustion engines for pumps "

919
	 - For other compressors

- For fans, blowers and the like
951
	 - - Of iron or steel

959 - - Other

84.12.000 Air conditioning machines, self-
contained, comprising a motor-
driven fan and elements for
changing the temperature and
humidity of air	 719.12

	

84.13
	

Furnace burners for liquid fueG
(atomisers), for pulverised
solid fuel or for gas;
mechanical stokers, mechani-
cal grates, mechanical ash
dischargers and similar
appliances:
Furnace burners:

110
	 - For liquid fuel	 719.13

190 - Other
200 Mechanical stokers, mechanical

grates and the like
900 Parts

	

84.14
	

Industrial and laboratory
furnaces and ovens, non-electric:

Furnaces and ovens for the
metallurgical, ceramic and glass
industries:

201 - Rotary or with internal
(continous) conveyors
	

719.14
209 - Other

Bakery ovens:
301 - Rotary or with internal

(continous) conveyors
309 - Other

Other furnaces and ovens:
801 - Rotary or with internal

(continous) conveyors
809 - Other

Parts:
901 - For rotary furnaces and ovens

or furnaces and ovens with.
internal (continous) con-
veyors

909 - Other

Reprinted 1970

	84.15
	

Refrigerators and refrigerating
equipment (electrical and other):

Refrigerators and other refri-
gerating furnitures incorporating
a refrigerating unit (including
combined refrigerating and
freezing furnitures):
- For domestic use:
- - Electrical:
- - - Compression type:

121 - - - - Complete refrigerators,
of a capasity of not more
than 0,284 cubic metre 725.01

129 - - - - Other
- - - Absorption type;

142
	

- - - - Complete refrigerators,
of a capasity of not
more than 0,284 cubic
metre

148 - - - Other
- - Non-electrical:

181
	

- - - Complete refrigerators,
of a capasity of not more
than 0,284 cubic metre 	 719.42

189 - - - Other
- For other uses:

201
	 - - Complete refrigerators, of

a capasity of not more than
0,284 cubic metre 	 719.25

209 - - Other
Freezers and storage plant for
frozen products, incorporating
a refrigerating unit:

300 - For domestic use 	 725.01
400 - For other uses 	 719.15
800 Other (for example refrige-

rating and freezing plants)
Parts:

910 - Compressor units comprising
a compressor and a condenser,
with or without evaperator

991
	

- Absorption units
992 - Evaporators and condensers
999 - Other parts

	84.16
	

CaZendering and similar rolling
machines (other than metal-
working and metal-rolling
machines and glass-working
machines) and cylinders there-
for:
Machines:

100 - For the paper and paperboard
industries	 719.61

800 - Other
Cylinders:

901 - Glazing cylinders for paper
and paperboard, chill-cast

905 - Other
909 Other parts

	84.17
	

Machinery, plant and similar
laboratory equipment, whether
or not electrically heated, for
the treatment of materials by
a process involving a change of
temperature such as heating,
cooking, roasting, distilling,
rectifying, sterilising,
pasteurising, steaming, drying,
evaporating, vapourising, con-
densing or cooling, not being
machinery or plant of a kind
used for domestic purposes;
instantaneous or storage water
heaters, non-electrical:
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Machinery, plant and equipment
for heating or cooling:

201 - - Rotary or comprising
mechanically-operated
parts 	 719.19

209 	 - - Other 	 It

310 - Instantaneous or storage
water heaters, non-electri-
cal, for domestic use 	 719.43

- Warming and drying cupboards
or cabinets, steam heated
cookers etc. of types not
normally used in household

351 - - Rotary or comprising
mechanically-operated
parts 	 719.19

359 	 - - Other 	 It

- Other:
401 - - Rotary or comprising

mechanically-operated parts
409 - - Other

Machinery, plant and equipment
for destilling, rectifying or
fractionating:

501 - Rotary or comprising
machanically-operated parts

509 	 - Other
	 It

Machinery, plant or equipment
for drying or evaporating:

601 - Drying cylinders for Yankee
machines with a diameter
exceeding 3 metres

- Other:
602 - - Rotary or comprising

mechanically-operated parts It

609 	 - - Other 	 tt

Other machinery, plant and equip-
ment:

801 - Rotary or comprising mechani-
cally-operated parts
	 ft

809 	 - Other
	 T1

Parts:
901 - For drying cyliners for Yankee

machines with a diameter
exceeding 3 metres
	 It

- For other machinery, plant
and equipment:

902 - - Rotary or comprised mechani-
cally-operated parts

909 - - Other

84.18
	

Centrifuges; filtering and puri-
fying machinery and apparatus
(other than filter funnels, milk
strainers and the like), for
liquids or gases:

Centrifugal clothes-driers:
110 - For domestic use
	

719.23
190 - Other

Cream separators:
201 - Of a value not exceeding

1 500 Kroner each
	

712.31
202 - Of a value exceeding

1 500 Kroner each

300 Centrifuges for yeast, molasses
and oils
	

719.23
400 Other centrifuges
500 Filtering and purifying

machinery for liquids
Filtering and purifying
machinery for air or gases:

601 - Suction filters for use in the
milling industry 	 It

609 - Other
Parts:

930 - For cream separators
	

712.31
941 	 - For centrifuges for yeast,

molasses and oils
	

719.23
949 - For other centrifuges
991 	 - For suction filters for use

in the milling industry
999 - Other parts

Machinery for cleaning or drying
bottles or other containers;
machinery for filling, closing,
sealing, capsuling or labelling
bottles, cans, boxes, bags or
other containers; other packing
or wrapping machinery; machinery
for aerating beverages; dish
washing machines:

100 Dish washing machines, electric,
for domestic use 	 719.62

200 Other dish washing machines
Machines for cleaning, drying,
filling, closing and capsuling
bottles or other containers:

301 - Filling machines for powder
and other dry products
	 It

309 - Other
Packing machines:

401 - Machines for packing bread,
butter, cheese, chocolate,
sweets, drops, caramels, cigars,
cigarettes, matches, soap or
yeast

408 - Other
801 Labelling machines
	 If

808 Other machines
Parts:

901 - For dish washing machines
	 It

902 - For machines for packing bread,
butter, cheese, chocolate,
sweets, drops, caramels, cigars,
cigarettes, matches, soap or
yeast; for filling machines
for powder and other dry
products

909 	 - Other parts
	 It

Weighing machinery (excluding
balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg
or better), including weight-
operated counting and checking
machines; weighing machine weights
()flan kinds:

100 Household scales
	

719.63
200 Shop scales
400 Personal weighing scales

	 /I

800 Other weighing machines
900 Parts; weights of all kinds
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	84.21
	

Mechanical appliances (whether
or not hand-operated) for
projecting, dispersing or
spraying liquids or powders;
fire extinguishers (charged or
not); spray guns and similar
appliances; steam or sand
blasting machines and similar
jet projecting machines:

100 Fire extinguishers, charged
or not
	

719.64
801 Compressed-air sand-blasting

machines
802 	 Spraying appliances, motor-driven,

for agricultural purposes
803 Compressed-air spray guns for

spraying paints and metallic
powder

808 Other
Parts:

901 - For compressed-air sand-
blasting machines

902 - For motor-driven spraying
appliances for agricultural
purposes

903 - For fire extinguishers
909 - Other parts

	

84.22
	

Lifting, handling, loading or
unloading machinery, telphers
and conveyors (p.r example,
lifts, hoists, winches, cranes,
transporter cranes, jacks,
pulley tackle, belt conveyors
and teleferics),not being
machinery falling within
heading No. 84.23:

Pulley tackle and hoists:
101 - Electric drum and cable type

pulley hoists 	 719.31
102 - Electric chain type pulley

hoists
108 - Other pulley tackle and

hoists
200 Jacks
300 Winches, windlasses and

capstans
400 Telphers and monorail wagons
500 Cranes
601 	 Passenger lifts
602 Goods lifts
801 Mechanical ladders for fire

engines
802 Hay and fodder stacking machines
803 	 Escalators 	 11

808 Other machines
Parts:

901 - For mechanical ladders for
fire engines; for escalators

902 - For hay and fodder stacking
machines

909 - Other parts

	

84.23
	

Excavating, levelling, tamping,
boring and extracting machinery,
stationary or mobile, for earth,
minerals or ores (for example,
mechanical shovels, coal-cutters,
excavators, scrapers, levellers
and bulldozers); pile-drivers;
snow-ploughs, not self-propelled
(including snow-plough attach-
ments):

No. 	 SITC

Excavating machines:
101 - Self-propelled excavating

machines 	 718.42
108 - Other
801 Pneumatic compacting machines

for concrete and sand and pneu-
matic pile-drivers and shovels

802 Pneumatic self-rotary rock-
drills

803 Bulldozer equipment
804 Levellers and graders, motor-

driven
808 	 Other
	 It

Parts:
901 - For self-propelled excavating

machines
902 - For pneumatic compacting

machines for concrete and sand
and for pneumatic pile-drivers
and shovels

903 - For pneumatic self-rotary rock
drills

904 - For bulldozer equipment
905 - Blades for road lavellers

and graders
909 - Other parts

	

84.24
	

Agricultural and horticultural
machinery for soil preparation
or cultivation (for example,
ploughs, harrows, cultivators,
seed and fertiliser distributors);
lawn and sports ground rollers:

Machines for soil preparation:
- Ploughs:

101 - - Horse-drawn
102 	 - - For tractor

Harrows and cgltivators:
201 - - Horse-drawn

- - For tractor:
205 - - - Articulated-tine harrows
206 - - - Disc harrows
207 - - - Other
209 	 - Scarifiers and hoes
401 - Motorised cultivators
402 - Lawn and sports ground rollers
408 	 - Other (for soil preparation) 	 it

Other machines:
502 - Manure spreaders
504 	 - Fertiliser distributors
550 - Seeders
801 	 - Potato planters
808 - Other

Parts:
- For ploughs:

911 - - Horse-drawn
919 - - For tractor
991 - For horse-drawn cultivators

and harrows
992 - For lawn and sports ground

rollers
999 - Other parts

	

84.25
	

Harvesting and threshing
machinery; straw and fodder
presses; hay or grass mowers;
winnowing and similar cleaning
machines for seed, grain or
leguminous vegetables and egg-
grading and other grading machines
for agricultural produce (other
than those of a kind used in the

within heading No. 84.29):
bread grain milling industry falling

It

It

712.10

It

It

fl

It
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No. 

100
150

201

202
250

301
302
303
304

451
459

500
550
801
803
808

901
902
903
904

909

84.26

100
201
208

910
951
959

84.27

SITC No.

84.30

100

300

501
502

508
800

901
902

909

84.31

102

103
104

108

901

902

903
904

905

909

84.32

101
108

901
909

SITC

718.31

Machinery, not falling within
any other heading of this
Chapter, of a kind used in the
following food or drink industries:
bakery, confectionery, chocolate
manufacture, macaroni, ravioli or
similar cereal food manufacture,
the preparation of meat, fish,
fruit or vegetables (including
mincing or slicing machines), sugar
manufacture or brewing:

For the bakery industry and for
the manufacture of macaroni,
ravioli or similar cereal food 718.39
For the cocoa, chocolate and
sugar confectionery industries
For the preparation of meat,
fish, fruit or vegetables:
- Gut-cleaning machines
- Machines for cutting fish

into fillets
- Other
For the brewery industru
Parts:
- For gut-cleaning machines
- For machines for cutting

fish into fillets
- Other

Machinery for making or finishing
celluloise pulp, paper or
paperboard:

Ruling machines, brushing
machines and colouring, glazing
and sizing machines 	 718.11
Rag cutters
Grinding machines for wood pulp;
Jordan refiners; Hollanders 	 11

Other
Parts:
- Suction couch incorporating
a suction box ,

- For ruling machines, for brush-
ing machines and for colouring,
glazing and sizing machines

- For rag cutters
- For grinding machines for wood
pulp, Jordan refiners and
Hollanders

- Endless felts, not elsewhere
specified

- Other

Book-binding machinery, including
book-sewing machines:

Book-sewing machines
	

718.21
Other book-binding machines
Parts:
- For book-sewing machines
	 If

- Other

Mowers 	 712.20
Harvesters
Combine harvester-threshers:
- For tractors, with or with-

out motor
	 tt

- Self-propelled
Potato-diggers and root
harvesters
	 tt

Hay tedders
Hay rakes
Tedder-rakes
Windrower-rakes
Baling-presses for straw, hay
and fodder:
- Motor driven
- Other
Lawn mowers:
- Motor driven
	 ft

- Other
Grading machines
Silo elevators
Other
Parts:
- For mowers and harvesters
- For combine harvester-threshers"
- For lawn mowers
	 fl

- For hay rakes and grading
machines

- Other parts
	 vv

Dairy machinery (including milk-
ing machines):

Milking machines
	

712.39
Butter churns
Other dairy machinery
Parts:
- For milking machines
- For butter shurns
- Other parts
	 ft

Presses, crushers and other
.machinery, of a kind used in
wine-making, cider-making,
fruit juice preparation or the

' like:

100 Machines
	

712.91
900 Parts

	

84.28
	

Other agricultural, horti-
cultural, poultry-keeping and
bee-keeping machinery; germina-
tion plant fitted with mechani-
cal or thermal equipment; poultry
incubators and brooders:

100 Machines
	

712.99
900 Parts

	

84.29
	

Machinery of a kind used in the
bread grain milling industry,
and other machinery (other than
farm type machinery) for the
working of cereals or dried
leguminous vegetables:

Machines:
101 - Grain brushing machines, grain

dampening machines, moistening
machines, grain grinding or
drushing machines, cereal
washing machines, disintegra-
tors, grain pressing rolls,
cleaning machines, sifters and
"breaking" rolls or mills 	 718.31

108 - Other
Parts:

901 - For machinery falling within
subheading 84.29.101

909 - Other

fl
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No.	 SITC

	84.33
	

Paper or paperboard cutting
machines of all kinds; other
machinery for making up paper
pulp, paper or paperboard:

100 Machines
	

718.12
900 Parts

	84.34
	

Machinery, apparatus and
accessories for type-founding
or type-setting; machinery,
other than the machine-tools
of heading No. 84.45, 84.46
or 84.47, for preparing or
working printing blocks, plates
or cylinders; printing type,
impressed flongs and matrices,
printing blocks, plates and
cylinders: blocks, plates,
cylinders and lithographic
stones, prepared for printing
purposes (for example, planed,
grained or polished):

Type founding and type-setting
machines:

101 	 - Type-setting machines 	 718.22
108 	 - Other
	 11

200 Machines for preparing or
working printing blocks,
plates or cylinders

300	 Printing type
	 If

400 	 Plates, blocks, cylinders and
other printing parts
	 If

Matrices:
501 - For type-setting machines
509 	 - Other
	 If

Lithographic stones:
701 - Engraved
702 	 - Other
	 If

709 Plates and cylinders prepared
for printing purposes
	 If

Parts:
901 - For type-setting machines
909 - Other

	84.35
	

Other printing machinery;
machines for uses ancillary to
printing:

100 	 Rotary presses
	

718.29
501 Other printing machines

(excluding embossing machines)
	

If

502 Paper and paperboard embossing
machines

508 Other embossing machines
600 Machines for uses ancillary

to printing
Parts:

901 	 - For rotary presses, except
rubber cylinders

902 - For other printing machines,
except rubber cylinders

903 - For paper and paperboard
embossing machines

909 - Other parts

	84.36
	

Machines for extruding man-made
textiles; machines of a kind used
for processing natural or man-
made textile fibres; textile
spinning and twisting machines;

machines:
reeling (including weft-winding)
textile doubling, throwing and

100 Machines for extruding man-
made fibres	 717.11

200 Machines of a kind used for
processing natural or man-made
textile fibres 	 717.11

301 Textile spinning and twisting
machines

303 Reeling machines
308 Other

	

84.37
	

Weaving machines, knitting
machines and machines for making
grimped yarn, tulle, lace,
embroidery, trimmings, braid or
net; machines for preparing yarns
for use on such machines, in-
cluding warping and warp sizing
machines:

100 Weaving machines 	 717.12
Knitting machines:

201	 - Hand operated
	

ff

209 - Other
800
	

Other
	 ff

	84.38
	

Auxiliary machinery for use with
machines of heading No. 84.37
(for example, dobbies, Jacquards,
automatic stop motions and shuttle
changing machanisms); parts and
accessories suitable for use
solely or principally with the
machines of the present heading or
with machines falling within heading
No. 84.36 or 84.37 (for example,
spindles and spindle flyers, card
clothing, combs, extruding nipples,
shuttles, healds and healdlifters
and hosiery needles):

100 Auxiliary machinery for use with
the machines of heading
No. 84.37	 717.13
Parts and accessories suitable for
use with machines falling within
headings No. 84.36, 84.37 and
84.38:

901 - Card clothing
902 - Needles for knitting machines
903	 - Shuttles, reeds, healds and

frames, pichers and the like
909 - Other

	84.39
	

Machinery for the manufacture
or finishing of felt in the piece

making machines and hat-making
or in shapes, including felt-hat

blocks:

Machines	 717.14
Parts:
- Hat-making blocks of wood

and/or metal
- Other

Machinery for washing, cleaning
drying, bleaching, dyeing, dres-
sing, finishing or coating
textile yarns, fabrics or made-
up textile articles (including
laundry and dry-cleaning
machinery); fabric folding,
reeling or cutting machines;
machines of a kind used in the
manufacture of linoleum or other
floor coverings for applying the
paste to the base fabric or other
support; machines of a type used
for printing a repetitive design,
repetitive words or overall colour
on textiles, leather, wallpaper,
wrapping paper, linoleum or other
materials, and engraved or etched
plates, blocks or rollers therefor:

100

901
11

909

84.40
ff

If
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subheadings 8440.100 and
8440.310:

901 	 - - Gears imported separately,
fitted with agitator, arms
and/or with a pump, for
domestic electric washing
machines, also with self-
contained electric motors

902 - - Other
903 - For printing machines, except

rubber cylinders
904 - For wringers and mangles
905 - For dressing machines
909 - Other

	84.41
	

Sewing machines; furniture
specially designed for sewing
machines; sewing machine needles:

Sewing machines:
100 - For sewing boots, shoes and

800 	 - Other 	 11
leather goods 	 717.30

Parts:
901 - Furniture
902 - Sewing machine needles
909 - Other

	84.42
	

Machinery (other than sewing
machines) for preparing, tanning
or working hides, skins or
leather (including boot and
shoe machinery):

100 Machines for preparing, tanning
or working hides, skins or
leather
	

717.20
Machines for making boots,
shoes and leather goods:

201 - For making boots and shoes
209 - Other

Parts:
901 - For making boots and shoes
909 - Other

	84.43
	

Converters, ladles, ingot
moulds and casting machines,
of a kind used in metallurgy and
in metal foundries:

301 	 Converters and ladles
	

715.21
309 Ingot moulds
400 Casting machines
900 	 Parts
	 It

No. 	 SITC

Rolling mills and rolls therefor:

100 Rolling mills 	 715.22
Parts:

901 - Rolls
909 - Other

Machine-tools for working metal
or metallic carbides, not being
machines falling within heading
No. 84.49 or 84.50:

001 Pneumatic
	

715.10
Other:

100
	

- Lathes
	 It

150 - Planing machines (except
shaping machines)

201 - Multiple spindle boring or
drilling machines

209 - Other boring or drilling
machines

250 - Milling machines
	 It

300 - Grinding and polishing
machines
	 It

401 - Cylinder grinding and groov-
ing machines
	 11

402 - Screw cutting machines
404 - Shaping machines
	 It

500 - Forge hammers, die-stamping
hammers and other forging and
stamping machines

- Shearing and punching machines:
601 - - Guillotine shears, sheet-

iron worker's shears and
circular shears

604 - - Other
- Metal-working presses:

605 - - Eccentric presses, of a
pressure exceeding 250 tons

606
	

- - Eccentric presses, of a
pressure not exceeding
250 tons

608 	 - - Other
	 11

801 - Bending, curving and stamping
machines

808 - Other

Machine-tools for working stone,
ceramics, concrete, asbestos-
cement and like mineral material
or for working glass in the cold,
other than machines falling with-
in heading No. 84.49:

001 Pneumatic
	

719.51
009 Other

Machine-tools for working wood,
cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite),
hard artificial plastic materials
or other hard carving materials,
other than machines falling
within heading No. 84.49:

001 Pneumatic
	

719.52
Other:

100 - De-barking machines
200 - Sawing machines
300 - Planing machines
801 - Multiple spindle boring or

drilling machines
803 - Morticing and tenoning machines

for working wood 	 It

808 - Other

Washing machines: 84.44
100 - Domestic type 725.02

- Other:
201 - - Dry cleaning machines 717.15
209 - - Other ty

Pressing and ironing machines:
310
390

- Electric, domestic type
- Other 84.45

400 Drying machines
It

500 Bleaching or dyeing machines
600 Printing machines
801 Wringers It

802 Mangles
803 Dressing machines It

808 Other 11

Parts:
- For electric domestic type
machines falling within

No. SITC

84.46

84.47
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Tool and work holders (including
holders for hand tools):

101 - For pneumatic machines 	 719.54
If108 - For other machines

Other parts and accessories:
501 - For pneumatic machines
508 - For other machines

84.49
	

Tools for working in the hand,
pneumatic or with self-contained
non-electric motor:

Tools for working in the hand,
pneumatic:

101 - Concrete and sand rammers,
concrete vibrators, tin sheet
cutters, drills for working
in the hand (other than self-
rotary rock-drills), riveters
and chipping tools, saws,
screw-drivers and spanners,
grinders, spades and shovels 719.53

102 - Self-rotary rock-drills
108 - Other

Tools for working in the hand,
with self-contained non-electric
motor:

203 - Chain-saws
209 - Other

Parts:
901 - For hand tools falling within

sub-heading 8449.101
902 - For hand tools falling within

sub-heading 8449.102
909 - Other parts

84.50

84.51

Gas-operated welding, brazing,
cutting and surface tempering
appliances:

100 Machines and appliances
900 Parts

Typewriters, other than type-
writers incorporating calcula-
ting mechanisms; cheque-
writing machines:

Typewriters:
210 - Electric

- Other:
281 - - Portable typewriters
289	 - Other
300 Cheque-writing machines

715.23

714.10

84.52
	

Calculating machines; accounting
machines, cash registers, postage-
franking machines, ticket-
issuing machines and similar
machines, incorporating a cal-
culating device:

Calculating machines:
- Adding and calculating machines:

90
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SITC	 No,_ SITC

230 - - Electric (including
electronic) 714.20

280 - - Other
300 - Electronic data processing

machines
400 Accounting machines If

500 Cash registers If

600 Postage-franking machines
800 Other

84.53.000 Statistical machines of a kind
operated in conjunction with
punched cards (for example,
sorting, calculating and tabu-
lating machines); accounting
machines operated in conjunction
with similar punched cards;
auxiliary machines for use with
such machines (for example,
punching and checking machines)714.30

	

84.54 	 Other office machines (for
example, hectograph or stencil
duplicating machines, addressing
machines, coin-sorting machines,
coin-counting and wrapping
machines, pencil-sharpening
machines, perforating and stap-
Zing machines):

100 Duplicating machines 	 714.91
200 Addressing machines
801 Coin-sorting machines, coin-

counting and wrapping machines
809 Other

	

84.55
	

Parts and accessories (other
than covers, carrying cases
and the like) suitable for use
solely or principally with
machines of a kind falling within
heading No. 84.51, 84.52, 84.53
or 84.54:

100 For typewriters and machines
falling within heading No.84.51 714.92

200 For machines falling within
heading No. 84.52

300 For machines falling within
heading No. 84.53
	

It

400 For machines falling within
heading No. 84.54
	

It

	84.56
	

Machinery for sorting, screening,
separating, washing, crushing,
grinding or mixing earth, stone,
ores or other mineral substances,
in solid (including powder and
paste) form; machinery for agglo-
merating, moulding or shaping
solid mineral fuels, ceramic
paste, unhardened cements, plaster-
ing materials or other mineral
products in powder or paste form;
machines for forming foundry
moulds of sand:

200 Concrete mixers 	 718.51
1101 Ball and rod mills for grinding

colouring matter
	 If

802 	 Stone crushers
	 It

805 Other machines for sorting,
screening, separating, washing,
crushing, grinding,and mixing
earth, stones, ores or other
mineral substances in solid

	No.	 _

	

84.48	 Accessories and parts suitable
for use solely or principally
with the machines falling
within headings Nos. 84.45
to 84.47, including work and
tool holders, self-opening die-
heads, dividing heads and other
appliances for machine-tools;
tool holders for any type of
tool or machine-tool for
working in the hand:
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806 Machines for agglomerating,
moulding or shaping solid
mineral fuels, ceramic paste,
unhardened cements, plaster-
ing materials or other mineral
products in powder or paste
form
	

718.51
809 Machines for forming foundry

moulds of sand
Parts:

901 - For ball and rod mills for
grinding colouring matter

902 - For concrete mixers
909 - Other

Glass-working machines (other
than machines for working
glass in the cold); machines
for assembling electric fila-
ment and discharge lamps and
electronic and similar tubes
and valves:

100 Machines
	

718.52
900 Parts

Automatic vending machines
(f9r example, stamp, cigarette,
chocolate and food machines),
not being games of skill or
chance:

100 Automatic vending machines 	 719.65
900 Parts

Machines and mechanical appli-
ances, having individual
functions, not falling within
any other heading of this
Chapter:

100 For the food industries
	

719.80
200 For the tobacco industry

For the chemical industries:
330 - For the rubber and plastics

industries
- For the soap industry:

391 - - Soap presses and soap-
cutting machines

392 - - Other
393 - For the paint and varnish

industries
399 - Other
400 For the metallurgical industries

and for workshops
For building and construction:

501 - Asphalt- and concrete-spread-
ing machines

508 - Other
600 Nuclear reactors
	

711.70
803 	 Ship steering gears
	

719.80
808 	 Other
	 11

Parts:
970 - For nuclear reactors
	

711.70
991 - For soap presses and soap-

cutting machines
	

719.80
992 - For asphalt- and concrete-

spreading machines
999 - Other parts

Reprinted 1970

84.57

84.58

84.59

	84.60
	

Moulding boxes for metal foundry;
moulds of a type used for metal
(other than ingot moulds), for
metallic carbides, for glass, for
mineral materials (far example,
ceramic pastes, concrete or cement)
or for rubber or artificial plastic
materials:

200 Moulding boxes for metal foundry;
moulds for metal or metallic
carbides 	 719.91'
Moulds:

300 - For glass or other mineral
materials

- For rubber or artificial
plastic materials:

401 	 - - Moulds for tyres
	 11

409 	 - - Other
	 11

	84.61	 Taps, cocks, valves and similar
appliances, for pipes, boiler
shells, tanks, vats and the like,
including pressure reducing valves
and thermostatically controlled
valves:

Of iron or steel:
301 	 - Of cast-iron 	 719.92
302 - Of stainless or acid-resistant

iron or steel
309 - Other (for example of cast

steel)
	

11

Of copper:
401 - Builders sanitary ware
409 - Other
700 Of other metals
801 Of artificial plastic materials
809 Of other materials

	84.62	 Ball, roller or needle roller
bearings:

100 Bearings 	 719.70
900 Parts

	

84.63
	

Transmission shafts, cranks, bearing
housings, plain shaft bearings,
gears and gearing (including
friction gears and gear-boxes, and
other variable speed gears), fly-
wheels, pulleys and pulley blocks,
clutches and shaft couplings:

101 Camshafts and cranks
	

719.93
102 Flexible shafts
109 Other shafts
201 Axle boxes
202 Plain shafts bearings
300 Friction gears and gear boxes
400 Other variable speed gears
501 Flywheels and pulleys
502
	

Pulley blocks
	 11

503 Clutches and shaft couplings

	84.64
	

Gaskets and similar joints of
metal sheeting combined with
other material (far example,
asbestos, felt and paperboard)
or of laminated metal foil; sets
or assortments of gaskets and
similar joints, dissimilar in
composition, for engines, pipes,
tubes and the like, put up in
pouches, envelopes or similar
packings:



No. SITC 

719.94001 For automobile engines
009 Other

84.65
	

Machinery parts, not containing
electrical connectors, insulators,
coils, contacts or other electri-
cal features and not falling with-
in any other heading in this
Chapter

901 Machine gaskets
100	 Ships' propellers

	
719.99

tt

909 Other

Mercury cells and mercury
batteries:

401 - Weighing up to 180 grams
per cell
	

729.11
409 - Other

Other:
701 - For hearing aids

- For lighting and for radio:
702 - - Weighing up to 180 grams

per cell
703 - - Other

- Other:
708 - - Weighing up to 180 grams

per cell
709 - - Other
900 Parts

Electric accumulators:

Lead-acid accumulators:
110	 - Starter batteries	 729.12
190 - Other
800 Other accumulators

Parts:
910	 - Accumulator plates

	 It

920 - Accumulator containers
990	 - Other
	 fl

Tools for working in the hand,
with self-contained electric
motor:

100 Drilling appliances
300 Polishers and grinders
801 Planing appliances
808 Other tools for working

in the hand
Parts:

901 - For hand planers
909 - Other

729.60

11

It

Electro-mechanical domestic
appliances, with self-contained
electric motor:

100 Vacuum cleaners
200 Floor polishers
300 Food-preparing appliances
400 Pans
800 Other domestic appliances

Parts:
910 - For vacuum cleaners
990 - Other

tt

It
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85.02
	

Electro -magnets; permanent
magnets and articles of special
materials for permanent magnets,
being blanks of such magnets;
electro -magnetic and permanent
magnet chucks, clamps, vices and
similar work holders; electro-
magnetic clutches and couplings;
electro-magnetic brakes; electro-
magnetic lifting heads:

100 Permanent magnets (other than
chucks) and blanks of such
magnets	 729.91

800 Other
900 Parts

CHAPTER 85
85.03 	Primary cells and primary

batteries:

115
119
171

172

Electric motors:
- Gear motors with a capacity of:
- - Less than 7,5 kW	 722.10
- - 7,5 kW and more
- Universalmotors and single

tlphase motors
- Synchronous motors
- Other three phases motors:

174
with a capacity of:

- - Less than 7,5 kW 85.04

175 - - 7,5 kW - 200 kW
176 - - 200 kW and more
177 - D.C. motors (more than

0,25 kW)
179 - Other motors
180 Electric generators It

200 Electrical generator sets 11

300 Rotary converters 11

Transformers:
401 - Transformers for telegraphy

and radio, and similar small
transformers not exceeding

85.05

5 KVA 11

402 - Measuring transformers
403 - Transformers for electric

welding 11

- Other, each of a price of:
408 - - Less than 2 000 kroner fl

409 - - 2 000 kroner and more 11

Static converters and rectifiers:
520 - Rectifiers It

591
592

- Mercury arc rectifiers
- Static converters

It

It 85.06

599 - Other
Inductors:

601 - Iron-cored
609 - Other

Parts:
910 - For generators, electric

motors and rotary converters
991 - For mercury arc rectifiers
992 - For electric welding

transformers

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY AND EQUIP-
MENT; PARTS THEREOF

85.01
	

Electrical goods of the following
descriptions: generators, motors,
converters (rotary or static),
transformers, rectifiers and
rectifying apparatus, inductors:

QQI 	 pny ni-hor f-ynnafn,mora
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Shavers and hair clippers, with
self-contained electric motor:

Shavers 725.04
Hair clippers 11

Parts:
- For shavers 11

- For hair clippers 11

Electrical starting and ignition
equipment for internal combustion
engines (including ignition
magnetos, magneto-dynamos,
ignition coils, starter motors,
sparking plugs and glow plugs);
dynamos and cut-outs for use in
conjunction therewith:

Sparking plugs and glow plugs 729.41
Starter motors and generators
(dynamos)
	

11

Other equipment
	 11

Parts
	 11

Electrical lighting and
signalling equipment and
electrical windscreen wipers,
defrosters and demisters, for
cycles or motor vehicles:

101 	 Cycle lamps
	

729.42
102 	 Cycle dynamos
	 11

600 Other lighting and luminous
signalling equipment

700 Other signalling equipment
800 Windscreen wipers, defrosters

and demisters
Parts:

902 - For cycle dynamos
903 - For other lighting and

luminous signalling equipment "
909 	 - Other 	 11

	85.10
	

Portable electric battery and
magneto lamps, other than lamps
falling within heading No. 85.09:

100 Lamps 	 812.43
900 Parts

	85.11
	

Industrial and laboratory
electric furnaces, ovens and
induction and dielectric heat-
ing equipment; electric welding,
brazing and soldering machines
and apparatus and similar
electric machines and apparatus
for cutting:

Industrial and laboratory
furnaces and ovens, including
electric induction and dielec-
tric heating equipment (except
welding):
- For metallurgical, ceramical

and glass industries:
- - Industrial and laboratory

furnaces and ovens:
101 - - - Foundry furnaces,

electric
	

729.92
102 - - - Furnaces and ovens,

rotary or with continuous
conveyors 	 11

103 - - - Other
109 - - Electric induction and

dielectric heating equipment "

- For other industries:
- - Industrial and laboratory

furnaces and ovens:
201 - - - Furnaces and ovens, rotary

or with continuous
conveyors 	 729.92

202 	 - - - Other 	 11

209 - - Electric induction and
dielectric heating equipment "

Electric welding, brazing,
soldering or cutting machines
and appliances:

301 - Spot welding machines and seam
welding machines

309 - Other
Parts:
- For industrial and laboratory

furnaces and ovens:
901 	 - For furnaces and ovens,

rotary or with continuous
11conveyors

902 - - For electric foundry furnaces"
904 	 - - Other 	 tt

905 - For spot welding machines
and seam welding machines

909 - Other

85.12
	

Electric instantaneous or stor-
age water heaters and immersion
heaters; electric soil heating
apparatus and electric space
heating apparatus; electric hair
dressing appliances (for example,
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling
tong heaters) and electric smooth-
ing irons; electro-thermic
domestic appliances; electric
heating resistors, other than
those of carbon:

100 Instantaneous or storage water
heaters and immersion heaters 725.05
Space heating and soil heating
apparatus:

201 	 - Electric fires and heaters
202 - Other
300 Hair dressing appliances (hair

dryers, hair curlers, curling
tong heaters, etc.)

400 Smoothing irons
Electro-thermic domestic
appliances:

500 - Cookers and ovens
600 - Ranges
700 - Other

Heating resistors (other than
hot plates for cookers):

801 - For instantanous or storage
water heaters and immersion
heaters, for soil and space •
heating apparatus, and for the
appliances for domestic use
specified above

802 - Other (for example, for hair
dressing appliances and for
smoothing irons)

Parts:
910 - Hot plates for cookers

and ranges
991 - For hair dressing appliances
999 - Other

85.07

100
200

901
909

85.08

300
400

800
900

85.09



Electrical line telephonic and
telegraphic apparatus (including
such apparatus for carrier-
current line systems):

Telephone sets (other than those
incorporating loudspeakers):
- Automatic
	

724.91
- Other
Switchboards and exchanges
(other than those for receivers
incorporating loudspeakers):
- Automatic switchboards
- Other switchboards
- Exchanges
Teleprinters
Telephonic and telegraphic
apparatus for carrier-current
line systems
Headphones
Telephone receivers incorporating
loudspeakers and switchboards
for use therewith
Other
Parts:
- For telephone sets
	 It

- For switchboards
- For teleprinters
- For telephone receivers incor-
porating loudspeakers and for
switchboards for use therewith "

- Other 	 It

Microphones and stands therefor;
loudspeakers; audio-frequency
electric amplifiers:

Microphones and stands there-
for
	

724.92
Loudspeakers
Audio-frequency amplifiers
(including sound amplifier
sets)
Parts:
- For microphones
- For loudspeakers and audio-
frequency amplifiers

Radiotelegraphic and radio-
telephonic transmission and
reception apparatus; radio-
broadcasting and television
transmission and reception
apparatus (including thoee
incorporating gramophones)
and television cameras; radio
navigational aid apparatus,
radar apparatus and radio
remote control apparatus:

85.13

101
109

201
202
209
300
400

801
802

809

901
902
903
904

909

85.14

100

200
300

901
909

85.15

Radiotelegraphic and radio-
telephonic transmission and
reception apparatus:

101 - Ultra-short-wave telephonic
transmission and reception
apparatus, stationary or
mobile

109 - Other
200 Radio-broadcasting and tele-

vision transmission apparatus
and television cameras

300 Relay apparatus
Radio-broadcasting reception
apparatus, whether or not
incorporating sound recorders
and reproducers:
- Portable:

430 - - For permanent installation
in motor cars

440 - - Other portable radio-
receivers

450 - Other

724.99

724.20

tt

It
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No. 	 SITC

Television reception apparatus,
whether or not incorporating
sound recorders and repro-
ducers:

520 - Television apparatus for
industrial use, including
monitors

560 - - Colour television
590 - - Other (black and white)

- Other:
701 Radar and radio navigational

aid apparatus
709 Other

Parts:
- For radio-broadcasting

reception and television
apparatus:

901 - - Cabinets, cases and the like
- - Other:

902 	 - - - Of a f.o.b , value exceed-
_ ing  lr.00 kroner each

903
904 - For radiotelegraphic and radio-

telephonic transmission and
reception apparatus, for radio-
broadcasting and television
transmission apparatus, for
television cameras and relay
apparatus

905 - For radar and radio naviga-
tional aid apparatus

906 - Other

tI

724.10
It

It

tt

724.99
fl

Electric traffic control equip-
ment for railways, roads or
inland waterways and equipment
used for similar purposes in port
installations or upon airfields:

500 Traffic control equipment
	

729.93
900 	 Parts
	 It

Electric sound or visual signal-
ling apparatus (such as bells,
sirens, indicator panels, burglar
and fire alarms), other than
those of heading No. 85.09 or 85.16:

100 Signalling apparatus 	 729.94
900 Parts

Electrical capacitors, fixed
or variable:
Fixed capacitors:
- Of a weight not exceeding

15 kilograms each:
101 	 - - Electrolytic capacitors 	 729.95
102 - - Other
103 - Other
108 Variable capacitors

Parts:
901 - For fixed capacitors of a

weight not exceeding 15 kilo-
grams each
	

It

909 - Other

Electrical apparatus for making
and breaking electrical circuits,
for the protection of electrical
circuits, or for making connec-
tions to or in electrical circuits
(for example, switches, relays,
fuses, lightning arresters, surge
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders,
terminals, terminal strips and
junction boxes); resistors, fixed
or variable (including potentio-
meters), other than heating resis-
tors; switchboards (other than
telephone switchboards) and con-
trol panels:

Reprinted 1970

85.16

85.17

85.18

85.19



No.	 SITC

89.04
	

Ships, boats and other vessels
for breaking up:

Ships, boats and other vessels
falling within heading No. 89.01
or 89.02:

002 - Of a gross tonnage of 100
tons or more
	

735.80
003 - Of a gross tonnage of less

than 100 tons
	 It

009 Other

89.05 Floating structures other than
vessels (for example, coffer-
dams, landing stages, buoys
and beacons):

001 Pneumatic life-rafts
002 Fisherman-floats and buoys
009 Other

735.93

	90.01
	

Lenses, prisms, mirrors and
other optical elements, of any .

material, unmounted, other than
such elements of glass not
optically worked; sheets or plates,
of polarising material:

100 Ophthalmic lenses, including
contact lenses
	

861.11
900
	

Other
	 It

	90.02
	

Lenses, prisms, mirrors and
other optical elements, of
any material, mounted, being
parts of or fittings for
instruments or apparatus, other
than such elements of glass
not optically worked:

001 Lenses for beacons and
lighthouses	 861.12

009 Other

	

90.03
	

Frames and mountings, and parts
thereof, for spectacles, pince-
nez, lorgnettes, goggles and
the like:

001	 Of silver, gold or platinum	 861.21
009	 Other
	 11

90.04 Spectacles, pince-nez, lorg-
nettes, goggles and the like,
corrective, protective or
other:

Sunglasses:
201 - With mountings and frames of

silver, gold or platinum
209 - Other

Other:
901 - With mountings and frames of

silver, gold or platinum
909 - Other

Reprinted 1970
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90.05.000 Refracting telescopes (mono-
cular and binocular), prismatic
or not	 861.31

CHAPTER 90

OPTICAL, PHOTOGRAPHIC, CINE-
MATOGRAPHIC, MEASURING, CHECKING,
PRECISION, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS;
PARTS THEREOF

90.06.000 Astronomical instruments (for
example, reflecting telescopes,
transit instruments and equa-
torial telescopes), and mount-
ings therefor, but not including
instruments for radio-astronomy861.32

	90.07	 Photographic cameras; photogra-
phic flashlight apparatus:

101 Portable photographic cameras 861.40
102 Electrostastic copying

apparatus
109 Other photographic cameras
200 Photographic flashlight

apparatus
Parts and accessories:

901 - For portable photographic
cameras

909 - Other

	

90.08
	

Cinematographic cameras, pro-
jectors, sound recorders and
sound reproducers; any combina-
tion of these articles:

Cinematographic cameras whether
or not combined with sound
recorders:

101
	

- Portable cameras
	

861.50
109 - Other
200 Cinematographic projectors,

whether or not combined with
sound projectors

800 Other apparatus
Parts and accessories:

901 - For portable cameras
909 - Other

	

90.09
	

Image projectors (other than
cinematographic projectors);
photographic (except cinemato-
graphic) enlargers and reducers:

100	 Image projectors
	

861.61
200 Enlargers and reducers

	

90.10
	

Apparatus and equipment of a
kind used in photographic or
cinematographic laboratories,
not falling within any other
heading in this Chapter; photo-
copying apparatus (contact type);
spools or reels, for film; screens
for projectors:

001 Photo-copying and blueprinting
apparatus	 861.69

002	 Spools or reels
009 Other

90.11.000 Microscopes and diffraction
apparatus, electron and proton 861.33

90.12.000 Compound optical microscopes,
whether or not provided with
means for photographing or pro-
jecting the image	 861.34

	

90.13
	

Optical appliances and instru-
ments (but not including lighting
appliances other than search-
lights or spotlights), not fal-
ling within any other heading of
this Chapter:
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100 Searchlights and spotlights 	 861.39
900 Other

	

90.14
	

Surveying (including photogram-
metrical surveying), hydro-
graphic, navigational, metero-
logical, hydrological and
geophysical instruments;
compasses; rangefinders:

100 Navigational instruments
	

861.91
901 Geodesy instruments
909 Other

90.15.000 Balances of a sensitivity of
5 cg or better, with or with-
out their weights	 861.92

	

90.16
	

Drawing, marking-out and mathe-
matical calculating instruments,
drafting machines, pantographs,
slide rules, disc calculators
and the like; measuring or
checking instruments, appliances
and machines, not falling within
any other heading of this
Chapter (for example, micro-
meters, callipers, gauges,
measuring rods, balancing
machines); profile projectors:

100 Drafting machines (including
pantographs)
	

861,93
251 Mathematical drawing sets,

compasses and drawing pens
259 Other drawing and marking-out

instruments and appliances
Calculating instruments:

401 - Slide-rules
409 - Other
500 Micrometers, gauges, callipers,

faceplates and similar non-
recording instruments and
appliances

900 Other measuring and checking
instruments and appliances

	

90.17
	

Medical, dental, surgical and
veterinary instruments and
appliances (including electro-
medical apparatus and ophthalmic
instruments):
Electro-medical instruments and
appliances:

110 - Recording diagnostic
instruments 	 726.10

120 - Infra-red or ultra-violet
ray apparatus

190 - Other
Other instruments and appliances:

901 - Sound and catheters 	 861.71
902 - Dental drill engines
904 - Dental burrs
905 - Dental equipment complete with

base (including drills)
909 - Other

90.18.000 Mechano-therapy appliances;
massage apparatus; psychological
aptitudetesting apparatus; arti-
ficial respiration, ozone therapy,
oxygen therapy, aerosol therapy
or similar apparatus; breathing
appliances (including gas masks,
and similar respirators) 	 861.72

	90.19
	

Orthopaedic appliances, surgical
belts, trusses and the like;
artificial limbs, eyes, teeth
and other artificial parts of the
body; deaf aids; splints and other
fracture appliances:

100 Artificial teeth
	

899.62
200 Deaf aids
	

899.61
901
	

Artificial eyes
	

899.62
902 Orthopaedic soles
903 Equipment for correcting defor-

mities of the teeth
909 Other

	90.20
	

Apparatus based on the use of
X-rays or of the radiations from
radioactive substances (including
radiography and radiotherapy
apparatus); X-ray generators;
X-ray tubes; X-ray screens; X-ray
high tension generators; X-ray
control panels and desks; X-ray
examination or treatment tables,
chairs and the like:

100 Apparatus based on the use of
X-rays	 726.20

200 Apparatus based on the use of
radioations from radioactive
substances

300 X-ray generators and tubes
400 Other

90.21.000 Instruments, apparatus or models,
designed solely for demonstra-
tional purposes (far example,
in education or exhibition),
unsuitable for other uses

	
861.94

90.22.000 Machines and appliances for
testing mechanically the hard-
ness, strength, compressibility,
elasticity and the like pro-
perties of industrial materials
(for example, metals, wood,
textiles, paper or plastics)	 861.95

	

90.23	 Hydrometers and similar instru-
ments; thermometers, pyrometers,
barometers, hygrometers, psychro-
meters, recording or not; any
combination of these instruments:

151	 Clinical thermometers	 861.96
159 Other thermometers and

thermographs
901 Barometers and barographs
909 Other

	90.24
	

Instruments and apparatus for
measuring, checking or auto-
matically controlling the flow,
depth, pressure or other variables
of liquids or gases, or for
automatically controlling tempera-
ture, (far example, pressure,gauges,
thermostats, level gauges, flow
meters, heat meters, automatic
oven-draught regulators), not
being articles falling within
heading No. 90.14:

100 Pressure gauges and vacuum
gauges	 861.97

200 Thermostats

No. SITC  
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901 Instruments and apparatus for
measuring, checking or con-
trolling flow
	

861.97
902 Magnetic level regulators
909 Other

90.25.000 Instruments and apparatus for
physical or chemical analysis
(such as polarimeters, refracto
meters, spectrometers, gas
analysis apparatus): instru-
ments and apparatus for measur-
ing or checking viscosity,
porosity, expansion, surface
tension or the like (such as
viscometers, porosimeters,
expansion meters); instruments
and apparatus for measuring
or checking quantities of
heat, light or sound (such
as photometers, including
exposure meters), calori-
meters; microtomes
	

861.98

	

90.26
	

Gas, liquid and electricity
supply or production meters;
calibrating meters therefor:

100 Gas meters 	 861.81
200 Liquid meters
300 Electricity support meters 	 729.51

	

90.27
	

Revolution counters, pro-
duction counters, taxi-
meters, mileometers, pedo-
meters and the like, speed
indicators (including magnetic
speed indicators) and tacho-
meters (other than articles
falling within heading No. 90.14);
stroboscopes:

100 Taximeters
	

861.82
200 , Speed indicators and

tachometers
	 tt

900 	 Other
	 It

	90.28
	

Electrical measuring, checking,
analysing or automatically
controlling instruments and
apparatus:
Instruments or apparatus for
measuring or checking electri-
cal quantities:

101 	 - Voltmeters, ammeters, galvono-
meters and insulation testers729.52

109 - Other
200 Echo sounding instruments and

asdic apparatus
	 It

Electric or electronic instru-
ments and apparatus of which
the non-electrical counter-
parts fall within heading
No. 90.15, 90.16, 90.22, 90.23,
90.24, 90.25 or 90.27:

901 	 - Balances
	 It

902 - Material-testing apparatus
	 It

903 - Thermometers
904 - Pressure gauges and vacuum

gauges
905 	 - Other
	 It

907 Automatic voltage regulators
909 Other

90.29
	

Parts or accessories suitable
for use solely or principally
with one or more of the articles
falling within heading No. 90.23,
90.24, 90.26, 90.27 or 90.28:

001 For instruments and apparatus
falling within headings Nos.
90.23, 90.24, 90.26 and 90.27 861.99

002 For the apparatus falling
within sub-heading No. 90.28.200

003 For the apparatus falling
within sub-heading No. 90.28.902

004 For the apparatus falling
within sub-heading No. 90.28.101

009 For the apparatus falling
within the other sub-headings
of heading No. 90.28
	

It

CHAPTER 91

CLOCKS AND WATCHES AND PARTS
THEREOF

91.01
	

Pocket-watches, wrist-watches
and other watches, including
stop-watches:

001 	 Stop-watches
	

864.11
Other:

002 - With cases of precious metals
009 - Other

91.02
	

Clocks with watch movements
(excluding clocks of . heading
No. 91.03):

001 Alarm clocks 	 864.12
009 Other

91.03.000 Instrument panel clocks and
clocks of a similar type, for
vehicles, aircraft or vessels 864.21

91.04
	

Other clocks:

100 Alarm clocks
	

864.22
900
	

Other
	 tt

91.05
	

Time of day recording apparatus;
apparatus with clock or watch
movement (including secondary
movement) or with synchronous
motor, for measuring, recording
or otherwise indicating inter-
vals of time:

001 Time-recorders
	

864.23
009 Other

91.06.000 Time switches with clock or
watch movement (including
secondary movement) or with
synchronous motor 	 864.24

91.07.000 Watch movements (including
stop-watch movements),
assembled
	

864.13

91.08.000 Clock movements, assembled	 864.25

91.09.000 Watch cases and parts of
watch cases, including blanks
thereof	 864.14
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91.10.000 Clock cases and cases of a
similar type for other goods
of this Chapter, and parts
thereof
	

864.26

91.11	 Other clock and watch parts:

001	 Springs; jewels
	

864.29
009 Other

CHAPTER 92

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; SOUND
RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS;
TELEVISION IMAGE AND SOUND
RECORDERS AND REPRODUCERS,
MAGNETIC; PARTS AND ACCES-
SORIES OF SUCH ARTICLES

Pianos (including automatic
pianos, whether or not with
keyboards); harpsichords and
other keyboard stringed
instruments; harps but not
including aeolian harps:

Upright pianos
Grand pianos
	

891.41
It

Other

Other string musical instruments:

Violon-cellos and double
basses	 891.42
Other bow instruments
Other

Pipe and reed organs, including
harmonium and the like:

Reed organs, with stops
	

891.81
Pipe organs
Other

Accordions, concertinas and
similar musical instruments;
mouth organs:

Accordions and concertinas
	

891.82
Mouth organs

Other wind musical instruments:

"Wood-wind" instruments	 891.83
Other	 fl

92.06.000 Percussion musical instruments
(for example, drums, xylophones,
cymbals, castanets)	 891.84

92.07.000 Electro-magnetic, electrostatic,
electronic and similar musical
instruments (for example,
pianos, organs, accordions)	 891.85

92.08.000 Musical instruments not falling
within any other heading of
this Chapter (for example,
fairground organs, mechanical
street organs, musical boxes,
musical saws); mechanical sing-
ing birds; decoy cans and
effects of all kinds; mouth-
blown sound signalling instru-
ments (for example, whistles
and boatswains' pipes)	 891.89
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	92.09	 Musical instrument strings:

001	 Of metal, not gimped
	

891.43
009 Other

	

92.10
	

Parts and accessories of musical
instruments (other than strings),
including perforated music rolls
and mechanisms for musical boxes;
metronomes, tuning forks and
pitch pipes of all kinds:

Parts of musical instruments fal-
ling within heading No. 92.91:

011 - Keyboards without jack regulating
buttons, mechanisms without
felt-covered hammers or sound-
dampers; felt-covered hammers;
felt-covered sound-dampers and
jack regulating buttons; pedals
and wrest pins	 891.11

019	 - Other
Parts of musical instruments
falling within heading No.
92.03:

021 - Keyboards
022	 - Stops, wind-chests, reeds and

pedal-couplers
- Other:

023	 - - For reed organs with stops
	 VI

029 - - Other
030 Parts of musical instruments

falling within heading No. 92.07
Parts of other musical instruments:

041 - Accordion and concertine key-
boards, mechanisms and stops

049 - Other It

090 Other

	

92.11
	

Gramophones, dictating machines
and other sound recorders and
reproducers, including record-
players and tape decks, with or
without sound-heads; television
image and sound recorders and
reproducers, magnetic:

111 Juke-boxes
119 Gramophones and electrophones
190 Record-players and automatic

record changers
200 Tape or wire sound recorders

and reproducers
700 Television image and sound re-

corders and reprodusers,
magnetic

900 Other

	92.12
	

Gramophone records and other
sound or similar recordings;
matrices for the production of
records, prepared record blanks,
film for mechanical sound recor-
ding, prepared tapes, wires,
strips and like articles of a
kind commonly used for sound or
similar recording:

Gramophone records:
201 - Record for teaching languages891.20
209 - Other
300 Matrices

Other articles:
400 - Sound-recorded
900 - Other

92.13

apparatus falling within No. 92.11:
Other parts and accessories of

100 For gramophones, record-players
and automatic record changers 891.12

900 Other

92.01

100
200
900

92.02

101

109
900

92.03

901
100
909

92.04

100
200

92.05

100
900

No. SITC  No.
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